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Abstract

CROSS-DATABASE ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFY RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS
Zohreh Nazeri, PhD
George Mason University, 2007
Dissertation Director: Dr. George Donohue

Air transportation systems are designed to ensure that aircraft accidents are rare events. To
minimize these accidents, factors causing or contributing to accidents must be understood
and prevented. Despite many efforts by the aviation safety community to reduce the
accidents, accident rates have been stable for decades. One explanation could be that direct
and obvious causes that previously occurred with a relatively high frequency have already
been addressed over the past few decades. What remains is a much more difficult challenge identifying less obvious causes, combinations of factors that, when occurring together, may
potentially lead to an accident.
Previous research on analyses of accident data sought to determine the factors leading to
accidents. The low rate of accidents however, makes it difficult to discover repeating patterns
of these factors. Other research analyzed larger sets of data available on aircraft

incidents to determine the causal factors of incidents. These research efforts limited their
analyses to single incident databases. Further, these analyses did not develop relationships
between incident data and accident data.
The research described in this dissertation overcame the limitations of previous research
described above by analyzing accident and incident data, determining their relationships, and
identifying the significant accident factors in the data. Five major national databases on
aviation safety in the United States were analyzed. This data includes 184 part-1211 accidents
in the NTSB database, 2,188 incident reports in the FAA/AIDS database, 10,493 Operational
Errors in the FAA/OED database, 29,922 voluntary self-reported errors in the NASA/ASRS
database, and 85,687 aircraft mechanical failure reports in the FAA/SDRS database. Eight
categories of factors leading to accidents and incidents, common across the databases, were
considered in the analyses. A common taxonomy was derived based on these common factors
and their sub-factors. Relationships between aircraft accidents and incidents were identified in
terms of the factors and sub-factors defined in the common taxonomy. These factor categories
are: pilot, air traffic control, aircraft, company/airline, airport/facility, maintenance, weather,
and ‘other’. The analyses were conducted applying a data mining technique to the accident
dataset in relation to each of the incident datasets and the results were compared across the
databases.
The major results of the analyses in this study are as follows:

1

Part-121 refers to commercial flights.

(1) There are factors and factor combinations that are common between accidents and
incidents. Among these factors, the study identified the significant accident factors,
factors or factor combinations that are more likely to lead to accidents than to
incidents. The identified accident factors are as follows:
a. Company factors - The company factors pertain to conditions such as mistakes
by the company or airline personnel, inadequate or non-existing procedures
for performing a task, and lack of oversight by the company management.
These factors are contained in 13.6% of the accidents, in 0.5% of the
FAA/AIDS incidents, and in 10.7% of the NASA/ASRS incidents.
b. Air Traffic Control (ATC) factors – The ATC factors, in specific ATC
communication errors are significant accident factors. ATC communication
factors refer to communication of information by air traffic controllers, such as
issuing traffic advisories to the pilot, providing information about the weather
or the airport conditions to the pilot, or checking for a correct readback of the
information/instructions from the pilot. These factors are contained in 4.3% of
all accidents and 0.3% of the incidents in the FAA/AIDS data. They make up
61.5% of the ATC-related accidents and 24.4% of the ATC-related incidents
in the FAA/OED data.
c. Pilot factors – Combination of Pilot factors with airport problems and ‘other’
factors, and combination of pilot factors with weather severities are significant
accident factors. Example of the first case is: pilot taking off from a wrong
runway where the airport has poor runway markings and visibility is low (in

this case the ‘other’ factor is low visibility). Example of the second case is:
pilot making a wrong decision to continue flying through a convective
weather. The ‘pilot + airport + other’ factors are contained in 4.3% of the
accidents, and in 0.6% of the FAA/AIDS incidents, and in 2.6% of the
NASA/ASRS incidents. The ‘pilot + weather’ factors are contained in 6.5%
of the accidents, in 2% of the FAA/AIDS incidents, and in 4.6% of the
NASA/ASRS incidents. Among the individual sub-factors, lack of visual
lookout is a significant accident factor. ‘Visual lookout’ factor refers to
situations where the pilot is expected to visually watch for another aircraft,
vehicle or object through the cockpit window. This factor is contained in 4.3%
of all accidents and in 0.2% of the incidents in the FAA/AIDS data. Looking
at the pilot-related events only, this factor is contained in 13.3% of the pilotrelated accidents and 6.4% of the pilot-related incidents in the NASA/ASRS
data.
(2) The analyses identified aircraft mechanical problems as a significant incident factor
when occurring without the presence of other factors. However, when aircraft factors
are combined with other factors (such as pilot errors, and/or severe weather), the
combination becomes an accident factor. The aircraft factors are contained in 28.8%
of the accidents, 69.4% of the AIDS/FAA incidents and 22.4% of the NASA/ASRS
reports.
(3) Factors are more likely to be involved in accidents when they are combined together.
Ranking of the results by the Factor Support Ratio, a measure introduced in this

research, showed the likelihood of a factor to be involved in an accident rises as more
factors co-occur with that factor. As an example, the combination of ‘pilot + airport’
with a Support Ratio of 7.2 is about 1.8 times more likely to be involved in an accident
than the ‘pilot’ factor individually with a Support Ratio of 3.9. And combination of
‘pilot + airport + other’ with a Support Ratio of 14.3 is about 3.5 times more likely to
be in an accidents than the ‘pilot’ factor.
(4) Ranking the factors by their Factor Support Ratio, shows company factors, followed
by ATC, and pilot factors, have the highest likelihood of being involved in accidents
than the rest of the factors analyzed in the study. Ranking of the sub-factors, shows
pilot visual lookout followed by ATC communications are the top most potential
accident factors. ATC factors in general have a relatively lower frequency in
accidents, compared to the pilot factors, but are about 4 times more likely to be
involved in accidents than the pilot factors, according to their Factor Support Ratios.
ATC factors are also growing faster than the pilot factors. The Operational Errors at
Terminals have grown from 20 per million operations in 1995, to 33 per million
operations in 2004, a growth of over 30% in 10 years.
(5) Study of ATC factors in the FAA/OED incident data showed among eleven different
complexity conditions present at the time of the errors, the number of aircraft in
airspace, has the highest frequency. Airspace design, runway configuration and
controller’s experience are the next frequent conditions impacting the factors,
respectively. The number of aircraft complexity will increase as a direct result of the
projected growth in air transportation for the next ten years. The controller experience

complexity will be aggravated as a direct result of the up-coming retirement of
controllers at a large scale. The other complexity conditions will be indirectly
impacted by the growth of air transportation. Aggravation of these conditions will
result in higher rates of accidents if no corrective actions are taken.
Contributions of this research to the aviation safety community are two-fold:
(1) The analyses conducted in this research, identified significant accident factors.
Detection and prevention of these factors, could prevent potential future accidents.
The holistic study made it possible to compare the factors in a common framework.
The identified factors were compared and ranked in terms of their likelihood of being
involved in accidents. Corrective actions by the FAA Aviation Safety Oversight
(ASO), air carrier safety offices, and the aviation safety community in general, could
target the high-ranked factors first. The aviation safety community can also use the
identified factors as a benchmark to measure and compare safety levels in different
periods and/or at different regions.
(2) The methodology established in this study, can be used by researchers in future
studies. By applying this methodology to the safety data, areas prone to future
accidents can be detected and addressed. Air carriers can apply this methodology to
analyze their proprietary data and find detailed safety factors specific to their
operations. The Factor Support Ratio metric introduced in this research, can be used
to measure and compare different safety factors.

1. Introduction

This chapter provides background information on the problem being addressed by this
research, and an overview of the research process.

1.1 Problem Background
United States has one of the most complicated aviation systems in the world. There are over
174,000 operations2 in air traffic control facilities in the National Air Space (NAS) daily. After
going through a sharp decrease following September 11, 2001 (9/11), air traffic volume
returned to its pre-9/11 level in 2005. The number of flights has slightly gone down in 2006,
but is projected to exceed the pre-9/11 levels and grow continuously for the next 10 years
(FAA, 2006a). The growth for commercial flights (air carrier and air taxi commuter) is
estimated at an average annual growth of 2.4%. Figure 1 shows the number of operations for
commercial flights for the period of 1990 through 2006, based on the data collected by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in the OPSNET database.

2

Daily average calculated based on OPSNET data for total arrivals and departures, including air
carrier, air taxi, general aviation, and military operations
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Figure 1 – Air transportation is growing and reaching its pre-9/11 levels

A look at the history of air transportation in the United States shows that along with the
growth of air travel, flight safety has improved remarkably and resulted in a lowering of
accident rates by the mid 1970s. Since early 1980’s air travel has increased dramatically.
Number of hours flown by commercial aircraft more than doubled from 8 million hours in
1982 to nearly 18 million hours in 1999 (GAO, 2000), but further improvement in the accident
rates has been slowed down. In June 2000, GAO reported “unless the current accident rate can
be reduced, the number of fatal accidents is likely to increase as aviation operations continue
to grow” (GAO, 2000), and NASA noted “without the development of new technology, there
could be a fatal airliner accident somewhere in the world almost weekly by the year 2015”
(NASA, 2000). During the 1990s, FAA, the aviation industry, and the Congress all
acknowledged this potential danger (GAO, 2000).
Accident statistics released by National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) in August of
2006, indicated an increase in the number of accidents and accident rates in 2005 compared to
2

2004. Table 1 shows accident statistics for part-121 flights; Figure 2 shows the trend line for
the accident rates. Accident counts are obtained from the NTSB database. The rates are
calculated as accident counts per million operations.

Table 1 – Part-121 accident statistics
Part-121 Accidents
Part-121 Fatal Accidents
count
rate
count
rate
20
1.54
6
0.46
1990
27
2.19
4
0.32
1991
15
1.20
4
0.32
1992
19
1.49
1
0.08
1993
19
1.42
4
0.30
1994
28
2.05
0
0.00
1995
36
2.59
4
0.29
1996
39
2.72
2
0.14
1997
40
2.80
0
0.00
1998
42
2.83
2
0.13
1999
51
3.37
3
0.20
2000
46
3.24
6
0.42
2001
35
2.63
0
0.00
2002
51
4.03
2
0.16
2003
25
1.90
2
0.15
2004
40
2.97
3
0.22
2005
31
2.32
2
0.15
2006
* Accident counts obtained from http://www.ntsb.gov/ntsb/query.asp

Air carrier (part 121) accident rates
5
4
3

y = 0.0213x + 2.6499

2
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0
19
95
19
96
19
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19
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20
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20
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20
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20
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counts per million operations

Year

Figure 2- Air carrier accident rates (per million operations)
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Reports of aircraft accidents, with details on the results of their investigations, are
collected and documented by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) in the
NTSB database. Unlike the accident reports, reports of aircraft incidents are collected by
a variety of organizations and are not documented in a central database. Many of these
databases are maintained by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Air carriers
collect data on the incidents pertaining to their own operations. These accident and
incident databases have not been linked together and analyzed in the past.
During the 1990s, FAA and aviation industry had efforts under way to use available
accident data to identify and address major causes of aircraft accidents. Despite these
efforts the fatal accident rate has remained fairly stable. More recently, other initiatives
have taken place to address the problem. In 2000, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics
(BTS), under the direction of the Department of Transportation Safety Council,
developed a Safety Data Action Plan (BTS, 2000) which aimed at improving the quality
of safety data in aviation as well as all other transportation modes. This plan included ten
research projects which aimed to improve data collection techniques, data integrity, and
analytical techniques. Project 6, in particular, focused on identifying precursors leading to
specific accidents. As part of the plan, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics sought to
identify relationships between accident precursors and safety outcomes. The project
researched the ability to predict safety problems, and to identify accident precursors for
further research on hypothesis testing and establishing relationships between risk and
predictors (BTS, 2002). This effort highlighted the importance of identifying accident
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precursors and the significance of collected data for that purpose. There was no further
follow-up on this activity.
In 2003, the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) undertook a project to examine
the validity of the assumption that signals before an accident can and should be
recognized. A seven-month accident precursor project was enacted to investigate how
different organizations anticipate and assess the likelihood of accidents from accident
precursors. Participant industries included aviation, chemical industry, health care, and
nuclear power. A number of approaches for benefiting from precursor information were
discussed in a workshop held by NAE in July, 2003, in Washington D.C. (NAE, 2004).
The effort concluded with eleven findings and recommendations that emphasized
collection and analysis of precursor data can improve the safety (NAE, 2004).

1.2 Research Overview
As mentioned earlier, aircraft accident rates have been stable for decades. One explanation for
this constant rate of accidents could be that direct and obvious causes of accidents that
previously occurred with a relatively high frequency, have already been identified and
addressed, and What remains is a much more difficult challenge – identifying factors that are
less frequent and harder to detect. Previous studies conducted by other researchers, as
discussed in the next chapter, can be grouped into three approaches: 1) Quantitative methods
which measure and compare the safety levels by frequency of accidents. These methods,
cannot account for underlying factors contributing to the accidents. As a result, they cannot
suggest how to prevent or reduce the accidents. 2) Qualitative analyses examine the
5

contributing factors to accidents by analyzing the accident data. But accident data is not large
enough to support discovery of repeating patterns, which is essential for a future detection of
accident precursors. 3) A few researchers have taken advantage of the larger collection of data
available on aircraft incidents. These studies have mainly focused on single databases and
don’t relate the incident data to the accidents. This approach doesn’t provide a complete
picture of the problem.
This research sought to identify the relationships between accidents and incidents with the
objective of detecting accident factors in the incident data. If the links between accidents and
incidents are understood, incident data can be studied to detect repeating patterns of factors
that lead to accidents. It would then be possible to predict potential future accidents and
prevent them before they occur. The research identified the relationships between accidents
and incidents in terms of a set of causal and contributory factors. Recent advances in data
analysis techniques, data mining techniques in specific, make it possible to analyze the large
amounts of data in the incident databases. The methodology used in this research adopts a data
mining technique to analyze accident data in relation to the historical data collected on
incidents.
Traditionally, after an aircraft accident occurs, it is investigated by the National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB), and lessons learned from the accident are communicated back to the
aviation industry. However, to prevent or reduce the accidents, they should be anticipated and
prevented before they occur. Often investigations discover that individual factors contributing
to accidents had occurred before and were known to be a problem. A recent example is the
crash of Comair Flight 5191 in Lexington, Kentucky, on August 27, 2006. In this accident, the
6

pilot inadvertently taxied to the wrong runway for takeoff at Blue Grass Airport. NTSB
investigations showed this same mistake had occurred (at the same airport) at least two more
times since 1993. However in those occasions, either the pilot or the controller had caught the
mistake in time and there were no accidents. In the case of Comair Flight 5191, the pilot didn’t
realize the mistake and the only controller in the tower was not monitoring the takeoff. An
analysis of the voluntary incident reports in NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System
(NASA/ASRS) database, from 1988 to 2005, has shown 99 reports submitted by pilots,
complain of confusing runway and taxiway markings at the same airport, Blue Grass airport in
Lexington, Kentucky.
The Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) program was initiated in part in response to an
aircraft accident in 1974. In that flight, due to an ambiguous communication between air
traffic control (ATC) and a flight crew, the crew descended too soon and hit a mountain. In the
accident investigation by NTSB, it was discovered that six weeks prior to the accident, another
airline had also misunderstood the ATC instruction, begun their descent too early, and barely
missed the mountain.
The national air safety databases should be studied holistically to identify early conditions that
lead to accidents. This research shows that such a study can be performed. An important issue
is whether the quality of the databases would allow achievement of the research objectives.
This work shows the limitations of the data, and establishes a methodology to minimize the
impacts of these limitations.
The rest of this document is organized as follows. Review of literature and related theories are
discussed in Chapter 2. The research thesis, data used in the research, and the methodology are
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discussed in Chapter 3. The analyses conducted and the results are described in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 concludes the work. Acronyms, tutorial material, and other related information are
provided in the appendices. References are listed at the end of the paper.
For the purpose of this study, and throughout this paper, the following terms are used as
defined here:
•

Accident – An occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft in
which people suffer death or injury, or the aircraft receives substantial
damage.

•

Incident – An occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft which
is not an accident but with addition of one or more factors, could have
resulted in damage, injury or fatality.

•

Factor (safety factor) – An event, error, or condition that precedes and
leads to an accident or an incident. Factors could be causal or contributory.
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2. Literature Review

This section begins with a brief summary of influential theories in the aviation safety studies.
Then related literature is reviewed in two disciplines, aviation safety and data mining.
Different works in accident studies are reviewed. These works range from quantitative
approaches, such as regression analysis, to qualitative analyses of contextual factors, and the
use of incident data. Data mining techniques relevant to this study are reviewed at the end of
the section.

2.1 Safety Theories
One of the most influential theories in the safety community is the Swiss Cheese model3
introduced by James Reason (1990). The model describes four levels of human failure, each
influencing the next: organizational influences, unsafe supervision, preconditions for unsafe act,
and unsafe act. It views a hazardous situation culminating in an accident equivalent to passing
through successive slices of Swiss cheese. Each “slice” is designed to prevent harm. However,
each slice has holes representing errors in the system or process. Each error may occur frequently,
without harmful results, but when combined (holes line up), an accident occurs (see Figure 3).

3

Reason’s Swiss Cheese model, originally formalized by James Reason in the 1990’s for medical
accidents.
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The Swiss Cheese model is a widely used template adopted for investigating human factors. AT the
turn of this century, Shappell and Wiegmann (Shappell, 2000 & Shappell & Wiegmann, 1999) took
Reason’s theories and developed the Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS)
system. The HFACS framework consists of 19 different causal categories that fall into Reason’s four
levels of human failure. This framework has been applied to both military and general aviation (GA).

Accident
occurs

Failures

Organizational
Influences

Unsafe
Supervision

Preconditions
for Unsafe Acts

Unsafe
Acts

Figure 3 – Reason’s Swiss Cheese model

Another influential theory in the past decades is the theory on preventing industrial accidents,
introduced by H. W. Heinrich (1931). According to the Heinrich’s theory of accident
causation or Heinrich pyramid, unsafe acts lead to minor injuries and over time, to major
injuries. Heinrich pyramid represents the accidents, as low-frequency and high-risk safety
events at the top of the pyramid, Figure 4. Going down the pyramid, the next layers consist of
incidents and unsafe acts which are less hazardous but have a higher rate of occurrence. This
theory links accidents to incidents and less severe events by assuming a statistical relationship
between their occurrences. The pyramid suggests that for every 300 unsafe acts, there are 29
minor injuries and one major injury. An adaptation of Heinrich Pyramid to the aviation safety
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suggests that for every major accident, there are 3-5 non-fatal accidents, 10-15 incidents and
hundreds of unreported events (Hart, 2004). Unlike Reason’s Swiss Cheese model that
focuses on management functions as being responsible for occurrence of the errors, Heinrich’s
theory attributes the errors to operators’ mistakes and therefore suggests accidents could be
reduced by controlling unsafe behavior.

accidents
incidents

unsafe acts

Figure 4 – Heinrich Pyramid

The approach taken in this study suggests that there are relationships between unsafe acts
(incidents and accidents), but unlike the Heinrich pyramid, these relationships are not
defined by frequency of the events. The objective is to define these relationships in terms
of ‘factors’ (or unsafe acts and conditions) leading to the accidents and incidents.
Accidents and incidents are the result of one or more of these factors lined-up, similar to
the line-up of the ‘holes’ in the Swiss Cheese model. Unlike the Reason’s model
however, the slices are not limited to preventive management functions, but include all
categories of factors involved in flight operations.
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2.2 Aviation Safety Studies
While Heinrich pyramid is one of the most influential theories in the industrial accident
prevention, recently some safety professionals argue that Heinrich’s theory about the
statistical relationship between accidents and incidents is not true and in fact, accidents
have different causal factors than incidents. Manuele (2004) argues accidents resulting in
severe injury or damage are, mostly, unique and singular events; that their causal factors are
different than those for incidents that result in minor injury. Petersen (1988) states types of
accidents resulting in minor injuries are different from types of accidents resulting in
major injuries or fatalities, the causes are different. Button and Drexler (2006) applied
regression analysis to Near Mid Air Collision (NMAC) incidents and reported there is no
relationship between NMAC incidents and accidents.
To show the relationship between accidents and incidents, a categorical analysis of the
causal factors is needed. However, traditionally, safety studies are concerned with
accident frequencies. Many studies focus on accident rates as a measure of safety.
Kirkman (2003) studied rates of commercial aviation accidents in Alaska region. For the
purpose of his study, that is comparing improvements before and after implementation of
Capstone components4, he divided accidents into the following categories: fuel
mismanagement, mechanical failure, navigation, traffic, flight preparation, takeoff and
landing, and ‘other’, and compared the accident rates in each category and reported the

4

Capstone is a joint initiative by the Federal Aviation Administration Alaska Region and the aviation
industry to improve aviation safety and efficiency in Alaska by using broadcast technologies for
surveillance, enhanced situational awareness, and flight information.
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improvements accordingly. Barnett (2005) calculated the risk of passenger death in a
flight to measure and compare safety in developed and developing countries. Van Es
(2001) compiled the data on Air Traffic Management (ATM) related accidents worldwide, a total of 193 accidents from 1980 to 1999. He reported collisions and near
collisions between two airborne aircraft cause the majority of fatalities in ATM-related
accidents. In a study of a larger dataset, ATM-related accidents of 1980-2001 (Van Es,
2003), he grouped the causal factors into Flight Crew, Air Traffic Control (ATC),
Environmental, and Aircraft System, and further divided each group into specific factors.
His results show the top-10 causal factors in ATM-related accidents, with ‘Low
Visibility’ at the top, followed by ‘Flight Crew lack of positional awareness on ground’.
This study also shows Flight Crew is more important as a causal factor in ATM-related
accidents than ATC is. Van Es also conducted a trend analysis and reported no systematic
trends were found in the accident datasets (Van Es, 2001 & 2003).
A more enlightening approach to studying accidents is aiming to understand the
involving causal factors. Ladkin’s Why-Because Analysis (WBA) (Ladkin & Loer, 1998)
attempts to reveal the causal reasoning behind the events and circumstances leading to an
accident. He applied his method to individual aircraft accidents to show how it can
improve understanding of the factors involved in those accidents (Ladkin, 2000). In
another study, Ladkin (2006) looked at relative safety priorities in the Air Traffic
Management (ATM) cycle. In order to develop a baseline Integrated Risk Picture (IRP)
for Air Traffic Management in Europe, he considered five ATM-related accident
categories (mid-air collision, runway collision, taxiway collision, controlled flight into
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terrain, and wake turbulence) and represented causal factors of each category in a fault
tree. Less specific factors, such as human performance and operating environment, were
represented by an influence model (a lower layer). In his representations, accidents are
the result of a combination of causal factors and influences. He applied his methodology
to the data on commercial flights in Europe, in 2005. His results show contribution of
direct and indirect ATM-related causes to each of the five categories of accidents.
Martinez, Hall, and Fullwood (1998) developed a risk model based on the fatal accident
of a Boeing 767. He used event tree analysis to model the interaction between the thrust
reverser system (TRS) in the aircraft and the crew during the accident. His analysis
identified a sequence of events leading to the accident and proposed changes for the TRS.
Focusing on understanding pilot-error accidents, Dimukes (2005) studied 19 airline
accidents (1991-2000). His study discusses characteristics and limitations of human
cognition in responding to different situations and suggests accidents are caused by
confluence of multiple factors. While each accident has a unique surface feature, a deep
examination finds combinations of common factors.
Because main causal factors of the majority of accidents are due to human errors (FAA
2005a & Adams, 2006), many researchers focus their study on the human factors. Kayton
(1993) studied the human factors and identified that lack of crew resource management
(CRM) is the most common crew factor in commercial accidents. Yacavone (1993)
reported similar results for military flights. In one study by Shappell and Wiegmann
(2005), general aviation accident reports are classified within the HFACS framework and
show that fatal accidents are more than four times more likely to be associated with
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violations than non-fatal accidents. In another study (Wiegmann & Shappell, 2001), they
analyzed human factors in ATC-related accidents and incidents between 1985 and 1997.
Their analysis shows that skill-based errors such as attention failure and memory lapses,
are the most common types of error committed by air traffic controllers; supervisory and
organizational factors such as training and procedures, are only in a small fraction of the
reports. Sarter and Alexander (2000) analyzed pilot errors in the NASA/ASRS reports
with the goal of understanding the cognitive stage underlying the errors. Her results show
majority of the incidents involved mistakes such as errors in intention formation and
choice of strategy. Kumar and Malik (2003) studied fatal human-error accident reports at
the Directorate of Flight Safety5 from 1996 to 2001. The records of these accidents were
analyzed for various human factors (Pilot’s age, experience, lack of situation awareness,
etc.). Their results shows pilot errors account for 68% of all fatal accidents followed by
technical defect 22.9%. The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation (BASI) in Australia
(BASI, 1996), studied human factors in 75 fatal accidents from the BASI database and
reported 70% of the accidents involved pilot errors, mostly related to poor judgment and
decision making. Taneja (2002) describes human-factor studies as attempts in addressing
a particular link in the whole process, and suggests a holistic approach is needed in order
to address the human factors problem associated with aircraft accidents in totality.
In an attempt to take a more proactive role in accident prevention, recently attentions are
turning toward identifying accidents’ early precursors. In quest of identifying these

5

Canadian Forces, Directorate of Flight Safety,
http://www.airforce.forces.gc.ca/dfs/docs/AboutUs/a_e.asp
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precursors, some researchers have realized the advantage of studying aircraft incident
data. Murphy and Shapiro (2006) studied Operational Errors (OEs) as the ATC
precursors to accidents. They focused on the relationship of en-route OEs to the traffic
and showed the OE rate increases with traffic at the sector level. Chidester (2000)
discussed advantages of analyzing flight data and concludes that flight data analysis leads
to proactive management of safety risk. In an effort to gain insight into the factors leading
to human errors, Statler, Morrison, and Rosenthal (2005) applied NASA’s Aviation
System Monitoring and Modeling (ASMM) tools (Statler & Maluf, 2003 & ASMM,
2005) to In-Close Approach Change (ICAC) events (changes to a landing runway
assignment while an aircraft is on Approach and close to the airport). They identified the
human factors contributing to anomalous consequences of an ICAC, such as distraction
during approach, communication with another aircraft on takeoff, issues with use of
FMS, but cautioned that these factors are presented as hypotheses since they didn’t have
access to all the data that they needed and therefore their study was incomplete. The
‘Morning Report’ (NASA, 2004), developed by ASMM, under Aviation Safety and
Security program, aims to identify unanticipated safety problems by analyzing Flight
Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA). Hansen and Zhang (2004 & 2005) studied
Operational Error (OE) factors to examine the impact of adverse operating conditions on
the OE rates. They identified that operational errors in days with high rates of OEs, are
more likely to include weather and complexity factors, in particular, airspace design, flow
control, and ‘other’ complexity factors. Majumdar, Dupuy, and Ochieng (2006) applied
log-linear categorical analysis to the loss-of-separation incidents in New Zealand,
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Australia, and UK airspaces, in order to develop safety indicators specific to each of the
countries. They used previous research to select seven factors for his study (aircraft type,
flight profile, altitude, altitude transition, conflict geometry, causal agent, and severity).
They then determined the factors, single or combined, involved in the loss-of-separation
incidents. Among his findings he shows having at least one aircraft in altitude transition
accounts for almost all incidents in Terminal areas, and half of incidents in en route.
Their findings also show pilots were responsible for 81% of critical incidents, whereas
controllers generated less severe incidents. In another study (2004), they studied six
categories of ATC-related incidents in New Zealand, Australia, and U.K. and identified
top factors contributing to the incidents are: actions not consistent with procedure
(procedure non-compliance), lack of attention, controller workload and supervision.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s) experimented with
different data mining methods on incident data. NASA (ASRS, 2001) analyzes incident
reports submitted to the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS)6 program, with the
goal of predicting and reducing the likelihood of accidents. The NASA/ASRS reports,
mostly submitted by pilots, include reports of errors/problems during the flight. They
publish monthly reports, names CALLBACK, indicating statistics on the data they
receive and their findings from analyzing that data (ASRS, 2007). For example, a recent
issue of CALLBACK, August 2007, indicates a spike of altitude deviations in the past
Winter due to altimeter setting errors. Batches of pilot reports have indicated the same

6

ASRS, a program funded by FAA and managed by NASA, maintains data from voluntary reports on
errors submitted by pilots and others.
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problem, on the same day, in areas of the country that were encountering low barometric
pressure. Budalakoti, Srivastava, and Akella, at NASA (2006) developed sequence
analysis algorithms to analyze sequences of binary sensors recording pilots’ actions
during 6,400 landings at one airport. The records included both problematic and problemfree flights. They looked for deviations of sequences of switch values from expected
sequences. Their approach takes advantage of the fact that the data is sequential and the
expected sequences can be determined based on known domain knowledge. They found
anomalous flights and identified time steps when certain switches had wrong values.
The literature review on accident and safety research is summarized in Table 2, at the end
of this section. In summary, the studies can be grouped as follows. 1) The quantitative
methods study the safety by frequency of accidents. These methods do not analyze the
underlying factors contributing to the accidents. As a result they cannot identify any
relationships between accidents and other safety events, and cannot suggest how to
prevent or reduce the accidents. Results of these studies are utilized in measuring and
comparing safety levels. 2) The qualitative analyses examine the causal and contributory
factors to the accidents. However, accident data is not large enough to allow discovery of
trends and repeating patterns. These studies are limited to the data from small numbers of
accidents. 3) A few researchers have started taking advantage of incident data. In this
regard, efforts have been made to study individual incident databases. These researchers
have focused their study on individual incident database, and don’t consider the
relationship between this data and the accident data. Their approach does not provide a
complete picture of the problem. A holistic study of incident and accident data is needed
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in order to define the relationship between accidents and incidents, identify repeating
patterns of causal and contributory factors, and allow for targeted safety improvements.
This approach however, calls for studying large amounts of incident data, which is
prohibitive for the traditional data analysis methods. The use of recent advances in
technology, such as the techniques discussed in the next section, makes such a holistic
study possible.

2.3 Data Mining Techniques
Data mining techniques (Witten & Frank, 2000, & Hand, Manila, & Smyth, 2001) explore
large search spaces in different application domains to discover potential patterns of interest.
Recently, these techniques have been applied to the aviation safety domain. Nazeri, Bloedorn,
and Ostwald (2001) applied association discovery (Adamo, 2001), anomaly detection (Harris,
Bloedorn, & Rothleder, 1998), and free-text clustering techniques (Bloedorn, 2000) to the
NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System (NASA/ASRS) data and demonstrated the utility of
text and data mining techniques in the aviation safety domain. Nazeri (2003) applied
association discovery and anomaly detection techniques to the airlines’ Aviation Safety
Action Program (ASAP) data and obtained very good results. NASA (McGreevy & Statler,
1995-1998) has experimented with applying several data and text mining techniques to
classify anomalies in NASA/ASRS incident reports and in CARS space shuttle problem
reports, into predefined classes. (McGreevy, 2001, Srivastava, Akella, Diev, Preethi,
McIntosh, et al., 2006, & Budalakoti, Srivastava, & Akella, 2006). Bay and Pazzani (1999)
developed an A-Priori-like (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994) algorithm to detect differences across
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multiple groups in the data by finding conjunctions of attribute values that have significantly
different support levels in the groups. Their technique applies to categorical data and helps to
understand the differences between contrasting groups.
Typically not all of the findings by data mining techniques are interesting and significant.
Various alternatives have been proposed to improve this issue: Lift measure (Two Crows,
1998), J measure (Wang & Liu, 1998), constrained-based rules (Bayardo, Agrawal, &
Gunopulos, 1999), trading support against confidence (Scheffer, 1995), pruning and
summarizing the rules (Liu, Hsu, & Ma, 1999), and eliminating redundant rules (Zaki, 2004)
are among approaches proposed. More recently, DuMouchel and Pregibon (2001) proposed
the use of two-factor log-linear modeling to allow comparison of frequencies for all two-factor
interaction models before filtering an interaction due to its low frequency. Nazeri (Nazeri &
Bloedorn, 2004) applied domain knowledge within the A-Priori algorithm to avoid generation
of uninteresting rules based on their semantic significance. Wu, Barbara, and Ye (2003)
expanded DuMouchel’s approach and proposed a method to examine parameters of the fitted
log-linear models and find all the significant association rules among the items. Because
fitting log-linear models can be prohibitive for large datasets, they applied a technique to
divide the original set of items into independent components and applied their method to each
of the components. Webb (2006) presented techniques to provide definition of true and false
associations. Table 3 summarizes the data mining approaches reviewed above.
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Table 2 – Summary of accident and safety literature review (1993-2007)
Researcher

Data Used

Work

NASA

Aviation Safety
Reporting System
(ASRS) database

Publishes a monthly report, CALLBACK, on
their findings. August 2007 issue indicates a
spike of altitude deviations in the past Winter
due to altimeter setting errors. Data shows the
same problem, on the same day, in areas of the
country that were encountering low barometric
pressure.

2006

Budalakoti et
al.

records of switch
positions in the
cockpits of 6,400
commercial
landings at one
airport

Analyzed sequences of cockpit binary switches
(indicating pilot actions) during 6,400 landings
at one airport; identified anomalous flights and
showed time steps when certain switches had
wrong values.

2006

Button &
Drexler

Near Mid-Air
Collision
(NMAC)
incidents

Applied regression analysis to find relationship
between accidents and NMAC incidents;
concluded there is no relationship between the
two types of events.

commercial
flights in Europe

Studied commercial flights in Europe,
considering five ATM-related accident
categories; presented causal factors of each
category in a fault tree, and showed ATMrelated causes contribute to each of the five
categories of accidents. Conflict resolution and
traffic separation are the more frequent
elements; surveillance is an important element
mainly in CFIT accidents.
Applied log-linear modeling technique to seven
factors involved in loss-of-separation incidents;
results indicated having at least one aircraft in
altitude transition accounts for almost all
incidents in Terminal areas and for half of
incidents in en route; also showed pilots were
responsible for 81% of critical incidents,
whereas controllers generated 57% of less severe
events.

2007

2006

Ladkin

2006

Majumdar

Loss-ofseparation reports
in New Zealand,
Australia, and
UK

2006

Murphy &
Shapiro

Operational
Errors

Studied OEs as precursors to accidents; showed
the rate of en-route OEs increases with traffic, at
the sector level.

2005

Dimukes

airline accidents

Studied airline accidents, focusing on pilot
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errors; suggested accidents are caused by
combination of multiple factors. While each
accident has a unique surface feature, in depth
they all have common factors.

2005

Statler,
Morrison &
Rosenthal

In-Close
Approach
Change (ICAC)
events

Applied Aviation Safety Monitoring and
Modeling (ASMM) tools to study events related
to changes to a landing runway assignment
while an aircraft is on approach (ICAC events);
indicated the human factors contributing to
anomalous consequences of an ICAC, such as
distraction during approach, communication
with another aircraft on takeoff, issues with use
of FMS.

2005

Wiegmann &
Shappell

General Aviation
(GA) accidents

Studied human factors in general aviation
accidents and showed fatal accidents are
associated with violations, four times more than
non-fatal accidents’ association with violations.

Hansen &
Zhang

operational errors
in FAA/OED
database

Hansen and Zhang tested the hypothesis that
adverse operating conditions lead to higher
operational error rates. They reported weather,
traffic, and air traffic management actions (such
as ground delay) impact the ATC factors.

2004

Majumdar

operational errors
in New Zealand,
Australia, and
UK

Studied six categories of ATC-related incidents
and identified procedure non-compliance), lack
of attention, controller workload, and
supervision as top contributing factors.

2004

NASA Morning
Report

Flight Operations
Quality
Assurance
(FOQA) data

Aims to identify unanticipated safety problems
by analyzing FOQA data.

2003

Kirkman

accidents

Compared rates for six categories of accidents to
compare safety levels in each category.

Kumar &Malik

fatal human-error
accidents

Studied various human factors in fatal accidents.
Their findings show pilot errors account for 68%
of the accidents, followed by technical defects
22.9%.

Van Es

ATM-related
accidents,
worldwide

Studied ATM-related accidents worldwide;
grouped causal factors into Flight Crew, ATC,
Environmental, and Aircraft System, with each
group divided into specific factors. His study

2004

2003

2003
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showed Flight Crew is a more important causal
factor in ATM-related accidents than ATC is. He
also reported no systematic trends were found in
the accident datasets when performing a trend
analysis.
Sought to identify relationship between accident
precursors and safety outcomes in order to
predict safety problems. (The effort did not
continue.)

2002

Bureau of
Transportation
Statistics
(BTS)

2002

Manuele

-

Proposed accidents are mostly unique and are
singular events, different than incidents.

2002

Taneja

-

Suggested a holistic approach is needed to
address the human factors problem in aircraft
accidents.

Safety Data
Action Plan,
Project 6

ATM-related
accidents,
worldwide

Studied ATM-related accidents worldwide and
showed collisions and near collisions are the
causes of majority of fatalities in ATM-related
accidents. ATM-related accidents are 8% of all
accidents and more than 4% of all fatal
accidents.

ATC-related
incidents &
accidents

Studied human factors in ATC-related accidents
and incidents (due to the fact that concerns are
growing over ATC factors); showed skill-based
errors are the most common errors; supervisory
and organizational errors are only a small
fraction of errors.

Ladkin

aircraft accidents

Applied his Why-Because Analysis to individual
aircraft accidents to improve understanding of
the involved factors. Studied two accidents, in
Warsaw and Habsheim, and showed airport
construction and aircraft performance,
respectively, were accident factors which were
not obvious from the accident reports.

2000

Sarter

NASA Aviation
Safety Reporting
System
(NASA/ASRS)
database

Studied cognitive causes of pilot errors in
NASA/ASRS reports; showed majority of
incidents involved lapses (i.e., failures to
perform a required action) or mistakes, such as
errors in intention formation and strategy choice.

1998

Martinez

Boeing 767
accident

Used event tree analysis to model dependencies
and interactions during an accident. Applied the
method to study a Boeing 767 fatal accident; the

2001

2001

2000

Van Es

Wiegmann &
Shappell
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risk model identified a sequence of events
leading to the accident, including the
interactions between systems and corrective
actions taken by the crew.

-

Proposed accidents with minor injuries have
different causes than accidents with major
injuries and fatalities.

1996

Bureau of Air
Safety
Investigation
(BASI),
Australia

75 fatal accidents
in BASI database

Studied human factors in fatal accidents and
reported 70% of the accidents involved pilot
errors mostly related to poor judgment.

1993

Kayton

human factors

Studied human factors and identified the ‘lack of
Crew Resource Management (CRM)’ as the
most common factor in commercial accidents.

1993

Yacavone

General Aviation
(GA) accidents

Studied military flights and identified lack of
CRM as the most common factor.

1988

Petersen
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Table 3 – Summary of Text and Data Mining literature review (1999-2006)
Researcher

Data Used

work

Srivastava et al

NASA Aviation
Safety Reporting
System
(NASA/ASRS)

Applied supervised and unsupervised
approaches to categorize free-text data in the
NASA/ASRS reports; reported that a
combination of Bag-Of-Words (BOW) matrix,
feature reduction, and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier could successfully categorize
some anomalies, but not all.

Webb

A variety of
datasets (KDD
cup, insurance,
etc.)

Proposed techniques to use statistical hypothesis
tests in order to reduce type-1 errors (false
positives) in the discovered association rules.

Srivastava &
Zane-Ulman

Space shuttle
software anomaly
reports

Tested four clustering methods in order to detect
anomalies in space shuttle software anomaly
reports. Their results show: 1) k-means
algorithm doesn’t perform well on highdimensional data, 2) Sammon mapping, 3) von
Mises Fisher, and 4) Spectral clustering work
well.

Nazeri

NASA/ASRS
database &
network security
data

Incorporated domain knowledge within the
association discovery algorithm to avoid
generation of uninteresting rules, achieved
promising results in aviation safety and network
security domains.

2003

Nazeri

Aviation Safety
Action Program
(ASAP)

Performed a proof-of-concept on the use of data
mining techniques to analyze airlines safety
data; applied association discovery and anomaly
detection techniques to a major airline’s ASAP
data.

2003

Wu, Barbara &
Ye

COIL dataset
(insurance data)

Proposed a method using log-linear modeling to
find significant association rules.

2006

2006

2005

2004

2001

DuMouchel

FDA databases of
adverse drug
reaction reports &
AT&T customer
international
calling
histories

Used two-factor log-linear modeling to allow
comparison of frequencies for all two-factor
interaction models; showed this approach avoids
elimination of low-frequency interactions.
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2001

McGreevy

NASA Aviation
Safety Reporting
System
(NASA/ASRS)

2001

Nazeri,
Bloedorn, and
Ostwald

NASA Aviation
Safety Reporting
System
(NASA/ASRS)

Applied text classification, association
discovery, and anomaly detection to
NASA/ASRS reports and indicated utility of
these techniques in aviation safety domain.

1999

Bay & Pazzani

Census data &
UCI admissions
data

Developed algorithm to detect contrasts across
multiple groups, in terms of attribute values, and
post-processed the results.
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Developed methods (within the QUORUM
platform) to rank narratives in the NASA/ASRS
data, based on target keywords and phrases.

3. Research Approach

As discussed in the previous chapter, efforts for reducing aircraft accidents have mainly
focused on the study of accident data. But accident data is prohibitively small for a collective
analysis to discover repeating patterns, especially for less frequent (but high-potential) factors.
Waiting for more accidents to occur to provide more data is not an option. To adopt a
proactive approach, accident factors need to be detected and prevented before next accidents
occur. This research proposes a methodology for studying aircraft accident data in relation to
aircraft incident data. Unlike the accidents, incidents are large in number and several national
databases collect and maintain data on them. This research takes advantage of the large
amounts of incident data, and the advances made in technology which allow analysis of such
large volumes of data, to identify common and contrasting factors between different classes of
events. The methodology used in this research, as described below, allows for discovering
relationships between accidents and incidents and identifying repeating patterns of factors that
lead to accidents.
This chapter discusses the research hypothesis, data used in the analysis, limitations of the
data, and the methodology used in the research.
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3.1 Research Hypothesis and questions
The hypothesis behind this research is that there may be a relationship between aircraft
accidents and incidents. This relationship can be used to study factors that lead to accidents, in
the context of incident data. The relationship can be defined in terms of accidents’ causal and
contributory factors. The identified factors can then be studied in the much larger collection of
data obtained from the incidents. By doing so, it will be possible to detect these factors in
future operations and resolve them before they lead to accidents. The research questions are:

1- Is there a relationship between aircraft accidents and incidents? If so, what is this
relationship?
2- How could incident data help to detect accident precursors? Could accident factors
be identified and studied in the context of incident data?
3- Is the quality of the data collected on incidents sufficient to allow for such a study?

The research answered these questions with regard to aircraft accidents and incidents within
the United States. A methodology was established for analyzing the data and defining the
relationships in terms of accident factors. Derivation of a common taxonomy identified the
common factors among accidents and incidents; analysis of these common factors identified
which ones among them are strongly associated with accidents. (These findings are discussed
in the next chapter; the methodology used to obtain them is discussed in this chapter.) The
research showed there is sufficient data with enough consistency to allow for conducting this
study. Cross-database comparison of the results verified this fact. However, the data is less
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than ideal (see ‘Database Biases and Constraints’ section) and future studies could benefit
from a better quality data. Techniques used in this study to minimize the impacts of the
limitations of the data are discussed in the ‘Database Biases and Constraints’.

3.2 Data
The study covers the data collected on accidents and incidents over the period from 1995
through 2004, in five major national databases: NTSB, FAA/AIDS, FAA/OED,
NASA/ASRS, and FAA/SDRS, as described below. The data used in the study consists
of 184 accidents, 2,188 FAA/AIDS incident reports, 10,493 Operational Error incidents,
29,922 voluntary self-reported errors, and 85,687 aircraft mechanical failure reports.

3.2.1 Data Sources
Accidents in the study are selected from the NTSB database described below. Incidents are
selected from the four databases explained below. The total number of flights/operations (for
comparison and normalization purposes) is obtained from the OPSNET database, also
explained below.

National Transportation Safety Bureau (NTSB) database
The NTSB database contains reports of aircraft accidents and incidents (only accidents are
used from the NTSB database due to the big overlaps between NTSB incidents and
FAA/AIDS incidents). The information in the reports are collected during the NTSB
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investigation of accidents involving civil aircraft within the United States. A separate report is
issued for each aircraft involved in the accident. The NTSB Board is an independent Federal
agency that investigates every civil aviation accident in the United States. The NTSB database
includes reports of events between 1982 and present. The NTSB data in this study is obtained
from the NTSB aviation accident database7. Only part-121 accidents are used in this research.
More information about the NTSB database can be obtained at:
http://www.asias.faa.gov/portal/page?_pageid=56,86203,56_86223:56_86227:56_96442
&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL

FAA Accident/Incident Data System (FAA/AIDS) database
The FAA/AIDS database contains reports of general aviation and air carrier incidents,
gathered from several sources including reports on FAA Form 8020-5. Only air carrier
incidents are included in this study. The incidents in the FAA/AIDS database are events that
do not meet the aircraft damage or personal injury thresholds contained in the NTSB
definition of an accident. For example, the database contains reports of collisions which have
not resulted in aircraft damage, and therefore are not qualified as NTSB accident reports. A
separate report is issued for each aircraft involved in the incident. The database contains
incidents that occurred between 1978 and present. The current system is being revised to
reflect the full narrative on all incidents after January 1, 1995.

7

http://www.ntsb.gov/NTSB/
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The FAA/AIDS data in this study is obtained from the FAA Office of Aviation Safety,
Aviation Safety Information Analysis and Sharing (ASIAS)8, formerly known as National
Aviation Safety Data Analysis Center (NASDAC). More information about the FAA/AIDS
database can be obtained at:
http://www.asias.faa.gov/portal/page?_pageid=56,86203,56_86223:56_86227:56_96434&_da
d=portal&_schema=PORTAL

NASA Aviation Safety Reporting Systems (NASA/ASRS) database
The NASA/ASRS database contains reports of incidents that are voluntarily submitted by
pilots, air traffic controllers, and others. This database is maintained by National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA). When multiple reports are received from separate
participants that describe a single incident, they are combined into a single record. Reports
submitted to the ASRS may be amplified by contacting the individual who submitted them,
but they are not investigated further. ASRS de-identifies reports before entering them into the
incident database by removing all personal and organizational names. Dates, times, and other
information, which could be used to infer an identity, are either generalized or eliminated.
ASRS was launched by NASA in early 1970’s. The on-line publicly accessible version of the
database contains reports dating back to 1988.

8

http://www.asias.faa.gov/
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The ASRS data for this study is downloaded from NASA’s online ASRS website9, by running
the following query for each year from 1995 to 2006:

Date of Incident between January-1995 and December-1995
and Operator Air Carrier
and Federal Aviation Regs (FAR) Part Part 121

The reason for multiple queries, as opposed to a single query to cover 1995 through 2004, is to
avoid problems due to the large size of the retrieved data. Further information about the
NASA/ASRS database is available at:
http://akama.arc.nasa.gov/ASRSDBOnline/QueryWizard_Begin.aspx

FAA Operational Errors and Deviations System (FAA/OEDS) database
The FAA/OED database contains reports of air traffic control incidents which do not actually
result in a collision, but meet specific criteria as posing a potential danger or violating
operational guidelines. The data includes errors and deviations which result in loss of
separation between two or more aircraft or between an aircraft and another object (e.g.,
mountain, buildings, vehicle, etc.). The incidents pertain to operations at airport Towers,
TRACONs, and Centers (see Appendix F for description of these facilities). Submission of
incident reports at these facilities is mandatory. At Centers, an automated system identifies
loss of separation between aircraft and reports are based on the review of radar and voice data.

9

http://akama.arc.nasa.gov/ASRSDBOnline/QueryWizard_Begin.aspx
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At Towers and TRACONS, FAA relies on supervisors and controllers to self-report when
errors have occurred. The Operational Error System (OES) concept was designed in 1984 by
the Transportation Systems Center. New version of the system was developed and
implemented at the FAA in 1985 and the system became known as OEDS. Remote entry of
OEDS reports started in 1995.10
The FAA/OED data in this study is obtained from the FAA Safety Information Analysis and
Sharing (ASIAS), formerly known as National Aviation Safety Data Analysis Center
(NASDAC).

FAA Service Difficulty Reports (FAA/SDRS) database
The FAA/SDRS database contains reports of aircraft system/components malfunction or
mechanical problems experienced during the flight. These include problems where conditions
adversely affect continued airworthiness of aircraft or its components. The Service Difficulty
Reporting program started in early 1970’s. The data currently available in the FAA/SDRS
database dates back to 1974. The FAA/SDRS data in this study are obtained form the FAA
Safety Information Analysis and Sharing (ASIAS), formerly known as National Aviation
Safety Data Analysis Center (NASDAC).

Operations Network (OPSNET) database

10

Information obtained from Aviation Safety Information Analysis and Sharing (ASIAS), formerly
known as National Aviation Safety Data Analysis Center (NASDAC).
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The OPSNET database is the official source of historical data United States National Air
Space (NAS) delays and operations. Counts are provided for air traffic operations at airports
(Tower), TRACON, and Center facilities. These facilities are required to submit daily
OPSNET reports for their daily operations (takeoffs, landings, delays, instrument operations,
approach operations, and total aircraft handled by the Center). The counts in the database are
provided per day, per flight type for over 500 towered airports in the United States. Total
number of operations at Towers is used for the purpose of normalizing accident and incident
counts. This number includes all take-offs and landings at FAA funded Towers. The OPSNET
data used in this study is downloaded from the FAA Operational Network website11. The
following filters were applied:
Towers: all
‘Yearly’ option selected
From: 1995, To: 2007, Calendar selected
‘Tower’ option selected
‘Facility’ option selected
‘Period’ option selected
‘No Filters’ option selected
The total number of airports in the OPSNET is currently 511. This number changes as new
towered airports are built. The number of airports in the data studied in this research, in the
1995-2004 period, is 493. More information about the OPSNET database is available at:
http://www.apo.data.faa.gov/opsnet/entryOPSNET.asp

11

The FAA OPSNET website: http://www.apo.data.faa.gov/opsnet/entryOPSNET.asp
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3.2.2 Database Biases and Constraints
In this section, limitations of the data, how they might impact this study, and the approaches
taken by this research to minimize the impacts are discussed.
First, aviation safety data mainly includes data on flights involving an accident or an incident.
Safety data is not collected on problem-free flights. That is, the data used in this study includes
information on problematic flights only. The research on this data therefore, is not a
comparison of safe and unsafe flights.
Second, accident data in the NTSB database includes reports on every accident in the United
States involving civil aircraft. The accidents are investigated by the NTSB board, an
independent organization. It can be assumed that accident data is complete and contains no
biases. These assumptions cannot be made about the incident data. Not every incident that
occurs is reported. The voluntary reports in the NASA/ASRS database represent a fraction of
incidents reported to NASA. From the 2,900 reports that are submitted to NASA monthly, less
than 20 percent are entered to the database due to resource constraints (Strauss, 2002 & FAA
website-c). And what is reported to NASA is a fraction of all incidents that have occurred.
Further, these voluntary reports are subject to self-reporting biases. The mandatory reports in
the FAA/OED database, on air traffic control errors, are not complete either. FAA operates
three types of air traffic control facilities: airports, TRACONs, and Centers. Reporting of loss
of separation between aircraft is automated at the Centers. No automation is available for the
incidents at the airports and TRACONs and FAA relies on the controllers to self-report the
incidents at these facilities. These incidents are subject to being underreported. Recent reports
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confirm this underreporting at New York TRACON (FAA 2004 & 2005b) and at Dallas Fort
Worth airport and TRACON (OSC 2005 & 2007).
Third, the data in the individual incident databases are collected for different purposes. The
FAA/AIDS database contains reports of incidents that are more serious and are investigated
by the FAA. The ASRS voluntary reporting system is designed to encourage self-reporting
among pilots (as an incentive, pilots are granted immunity by the FAA in return). Therefore,
this data mostly contains pilot-related incidents. The FAA/OED database maintains data on
Air Traffic Control (ATC) operational errors, and cannot be used for factors other than the
ATC factors. Similarly, the FAA/SDRS database is specific to aircraft mechanical problems
and contains no information on pilot, ATC, or other factors.
The first issue is addressed by the fact that this analysis is based on comparison of presence or
absence of causal and contributory factors in safety events with different severities, and not a
comparison of accidents and incidents with non-problematic flights. The methodology used in
this study, compares the accidents with incidents, and identifies association of the involving
factors with one or both of these groups of safety events. This objective can be achieved in the
absence of data on normal flights. The total number of flights (problematic and problem-free),
is used as a common denominator to normalizing the rates of occurrences of events over time.
To minimize the impact of the second issue, the incompleteness of the incident data, it
can be argued that the historical incident data is large enough to represent the incident
factors qualitatively. Since this study conducts a qualitative analysis of the data, impacts
of under-reporting and incompleteness of the incident data are minimized. It is assumed
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that distribution of factors in the reported incidents represents the distribution in the
incidents. The quantitative aspect of the findings however, is impacted by the amount of
incident data that is reported. For this reason, the frequencies and rates in the findings
have a relative value and cannot be used as absolute numbers. The incident data does not
represent actual numbers of incidents, but it does show the lower measure of the actual
numbers, and the results obtained in this study show the minimums.
The impact of the self-reporting biases in the voluntarily reports can be avoided to a certain
degree. The study considers all the factors involved in the accidents and incidents, whether
they are causal and or contributory factors. Therefore, as long as the factors are reported, even
if the reporter’s bias influences on which factor to mark as primary or causal factor, the
objectives of the study can be achieved.
To address the third issue, the following technique is taken. When analyzing the accidents in
relation to an incident databases, only accidents corresponding to those incidents are selected
for analysis. For example, when analyzing the accidents in relation to FAA/SDRS data
(aircraft problems), only accidents containing aircraft factors are used. Similarly, when
analyzing accidents in relation to FAA/OED data (ATC errors), accidents that contain ATC
factors are used in the analysis. Further, because most accidents have occurred at relatively
low altitudes, the analysis is repeated on the OEs that have occurred at Terminal areas (low
altitudes), i.e., the OEs at Centers are filtered out. For the NASA/ASRS database, the incident
data is divided into two groups: incidents with pilot factors, and incidents with ATC factors.
Each group is used in analysis of its corresponding set of accidents. With this approach, the
weight of factors due to a particular bias in the incident database is removed.
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3.2.3 Data Quality
To examine the quality of the data, each database was randomly sampled (1% each database).
The Narrative text in each sampled report was reviewed against the values in structured fields
containing the factors. As far as the factors are concerned, no contradictions were observed
between values in the structured fields and what the narratives described. All databases
showed a good quality in this regard.
As a further test, the FAA/OED data was analyzed and compared with the findings of a
similar analysis conducted by the Imperial College in London (Majumdar, Dupuy, & Ochieng,
2006). The Imperial College analysis has examined factors affecting loss-of-separation
incidents in New Zealand, UK, and Australia airspaces. In the research discussed in this paper,
a similar analysis is performed on the data pertaining to the United States operational errors
(FAA/OED database) and compared the results with their findings. Specifics of air travel are
different in each region, but general concepts of air traffic operations are similar and the data
can be compared in the two studies. Table 4, indicates the fields used in the study by the
Imperial College, as well as the mapping of the FAA/OED data to those factors. In order to
have comparable measures, some fields had to be derived. For some factors, however,
comparable information was not available (some were not available to this study, and some
are not collected in the FAA/OED at all). Only OE incidents involving two (or more) aircraft
are included in this study (as is the case in the Imperial College analysis). Figures 5 to 10,
indicate the results for comparison. The results are compared in Table 5. Almost none of the
results on the selected fields for this analysis in the two data sets match. Findings of the
Imperial College analysis indicate Terminal area and low altitudes up to FL130 have most of
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the incidents. The FAA/OED data shows most of the incidents occurred at the Centers (Figure
5); most incidents are at relatively low altitudes but up to FL370 (Figure 6). These differences
could be due to the fact that the FAA/OED data contains more En Route reports than Terminal
reports. As a result, factors related to En Route operations (such as flight level and phase of
flight) have a higher distribution in the data and impact the overall findings. The larger
number of En Route reports compared to Terminal reports, could be due to the fact that loss of
separation at Centers are automatically recorded by the ‘snitch patch’ software installed on the
ATC computers, whereas errors at Terminal are self-reported by controllers, and could be
under-reported. Another explanation for the disparity between the findings, particularly the
third and fourth findings in Table 5, is the nature of the traffic patterns in the countries. Shorter
flights in Europe have bigger number of flight phase changes compared to the longer flights in
the U.S.
The fields used in this comparison effort are not directly used in the later analysis of accidents
versus incidents. However, the apparent bias in the FAA/OED data will impact that analysis.
Approaches taken to minimize this impact are discussed in the ‘Database Biases’ section
above.
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Table 4 – Mapping of FAA/OED fields for comparison with New Zealand study
New Zealand data
factor

OED data
factor

values

1

Type of Airspace

Facility Type

Terminal, Enroute, Oceanic, blank

2

Altitude

Altitude

grouped continuous values into intervals as in
(Majumdar et al., 2006)

3

A/C in Transition

derived

values derived from Phase: altitude transition
(climb or descend), no transition (cruise)

4

Flight Profile

Phase

grouped values into: Climb, Cruise, Descend,
Other, Blank

5

Conflict Geometry

-

comparable OE data not available

6

Causal Agent

-

comparable OE data not available

7

Severity

-

comparable OE data not available

Table 5 – Comparison of New Zealand and FAA/OED data
New Zealand Finding

FAA/OED Finding

Corresponding
Figure

1

Incidents occurred more often in
Terminal areas

Incidents occurred more during
En Route operations

Figure 5

2

Most incidents occurred at low
altitudes, with a peak for levels up to
FL130

Most incidents occurred at low
altitudes, up to FL370

Figure 6

3

Majority of incidents occurred with
at least one aircraft in altitude
transition

Majority of incidents occur with
at least one aircraft level

Figures 7, 8, 9

4

Cruise-decent has the highest
occurrence followed by descentdescent; majority of incidents
occurred with at least one aircraft
descending

Cruise-descent has the highest
occurrence, followed by climbcruise; majority occurred with at
least one aircraft cruising
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Figure 10
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3.3 Methodology
The methodology used in this research performs analyses on pairs of datasets. Each pair
consists of accident data from the NTSB database and incident data from one of the incident
databases. Results of the analyses are compared to each other at the end for validation. This
approach allows for analyzing each incident dataset in contrast to its corresponding set of
accident data, which addresses the issue of inconsistencies among incident databases as
discussed under the ‘Database Biases and Constraints’ section above. Another advantage of
performing separate analyses is that different levels of granularity in incident databases can be
kept and used, as long as accident dataset contains them too. Each of the incident databases
has a different level of granularity. If they are all combined into one dataset for a single
analysis, the level of granularity in the data would be limited to the level that is common
among all databases, and some detailed data would to be omitted.
To perform the analysis, a technique is needed to compare the data in the two groups of
events, accidents and incidents, and identify patterns of factors that are associated with one
group versus the other. Since incident data is large, traditional manual analysis approaches are
not applicable. Data mining techniques are good candidates for this problem. In particular,
Association Rule Discovery has been applied to the aviation safety problem and has shown
good results (Nazeri, Bloedorn, & Ostwald, 2001 & Nazeri, 2003). Classification techniques,
such as Decision Tree, are a possibility also. But classification techniques favor the majority
class in the data. In the case of accident/incident data, accident data is very small compared to
the incident data. With this distribution of classes almost no rules would be discovered for the
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smaller class (accidents, in this case) unless special treatments were made to the data, such as
artificially magnifying the smaller class. Association Rule Discovery generates rules that meet
a minimum Support (% coverage of the identified pattern in the data). But with the small
Support of accidents in the data, rules pertaining to this class would not pass the Support
threshold, unless the minimum Support threshold is reduced to a very small number (less than
1%). The known problem with using such a small minimum Support in the Association Rule
Discovery is that every association between the attributes in the data, significant or
insignificant, will be generated and special post-processing techniques would be needed to
separate the significant ones. For the analyses in this research, the contrast-set mining
algorithm with a slight modification (as described later in this section) is adopted. Contrast-set
mining technique (Bay & Pazzani, 1999a) based on the STUCCO algorithm (Bay & Pazzani,
1999b) allows discovery of patterns of interest between two (or more) classes without
overlooking the smaller class(es).
The overall process of the analysis is depicted in Figure 11. The following are major steps of
the process which are explained below.
1. Deriving a common taxonomy
2. Contrast-set mining of the data
3. Ranking of the results
4. Cross-database comparison of the results
As with any data mining task, the data to be analyzed needs to go through several steps of
preparation before the analysis step (see Appendix E). A big step in preparing the data for
this study is transforming the data into vectors that consist of fields common across the
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databases. As the first step in data preparation, a cross-database common taxonomy is
derived from the data in all databases. Each accident and each incident report is then
converted into a vector consisting of the common fields (factors and sub-factors
contained in the common taxonomy). The values for these fields in the databases come
either directly from the original submitted reports, or are added by subject-matter experts
after reviewing the original reports and extracting the information from the text. In either
case, these values are in a structured format in the databases.

Domain
knowledge

common taxonomy

Common Taxonomy Derivation
OPSNET
ASRS
OE

NTSB
FAA/
AIDS

SDRS

Vector Generation
accident
vectors

incident
vectors

Contrast Set Mining

study of
trends

Ranking & Cross-database Comparison

conclusions

NTSB: accidents
ASRS: voluntary self-reported incidents
FAA/AIDS database: more serious incidents
OED: operational errors
SDRS: aircraft mechanical difficulty reports

Results

Figure 11 – A depiction of the methodology used in this research

Once the vectors are generated for accidents and incident, they are analyzed using the
mining algorithm. The analysis is performed to discover associations once at the factor
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level and another time at the sub-factor level. Factors and sub-factors are shown in the
hierarchy of the common taxonomy. The results identify patterns of factors and subfactors associated with accidents or incidents. These results are then ranked based on
their likelihood to lead to accidents. The measure used to rank them, the Factor Support
Ratio, is explained later in this chapter.
The results from individual analyses on different database pairs are compared to each
other. This cross-database comparison of results is used to validate the identified patterns.
Since the databases are independent of each other, if a pattern is identified by more than
one database, it confirms the significance of the pattern further. For some findings, a
cross-database comparison is not possible across all the databases since comparable data
does not exist in all of them (such as sub-factors for aircraft mechanical problems in the
FAA/SDRS data or sub-factors for controller errors in the FAA/OED data).
The final results are further studied in the context of the incident data which provides
information about conditions accompanying or impacting the identified factors, and their
historical trends.

3.3.1 Derivation of a common taxonomy
Each of the databases in the study have a different taxonomy and in some cases use
different terminology to refer to the same entity. To make the cross-database analyses of
this research possible, a common taxonomy is needed to include common information
between accidents and each of the incident databases. This common taxonomy is derived
via a data-driven process as explained below.
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First, different attribute values are converted to a common term where individual
databases use different terms to refer to the same entity. A common terminology is
defined across all databases. Next, hierarchies of factors in the taxonomies are
reorganized. For example, one database divides the factors into ‘person’ and ‘non-person’
at the highest factor level. Then at lower levels of its hierarchy, specific types of error and
the type of personnel making those errors are specified. ‘Non-compliance with
procedures’ for example, would be a ‘person’ factor whether it is by a pilot, a controller,
or other people. Other databases don’t follow this structure and have their own
hierarchies. To make them all comparable, factors in each database are normalized to
their lowest sub-factor level and then reorganized to a common structure. Individual
database taxonomies, as well as the derived common taxonomy, are shown in the next
chapter.

3.3.2 Contrast-set mining algorithm
The contrast-set mining algorithm finds conjunctions of attribute-value pairs that are
significantly different across multiple groups. In the case of this analysis, the groups are
accidents and incidents. Conjunctions of attribute-value pairs are values of one or more factors
in each report, and are referred to as contrast-sets. Examples of one-factor, two-factor, and
three-factor contrast-sets are: ‘pilot-factor=Yes’, ‘pilot-factor=Yes, airport-factor=Yes’,
‘pilot=Yes, airport=Yes, weather=No’. In this paper, contrast-sets are also referred to as
factor-sets. The algorithm starts with examining one-factor contrast-sets first (as described
below) and identifies candidate factors that are significantly different across the two groups.
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Next, two-factor contrast-sets (children of the candidates) are generated and examined. The
process repeats in multiple iterations until there are no more children. These iterations and
generation of children are similar to the A-Priori association rule discovery algorithm
(Agrawal & Srikant, 1994).
In each iteration, each factor-set’s support values in accidents and incidents are calculated.
Support of a factor-set is calculated as the percentage of accidents (or incidents) that contain
all the factors in the factor-set. If the difference between the factor-set’s accident support and
incident support, or the Deviation, is bigger than a minimum threshold, the factor-set is
considered ‘large’ and is passed to the next step. Otherwise, the factor-set is not considered
further and no children are generated for it either. In the next step, the factor-set is tested for its
statistical significance. The significance test determines how likely it is that the observed
deviation between frequencies of the factor-set in accidents and incidents, has been by chance.
In other words, in regard to the accident/incident data, it tests the null hypothesis that there is
no relationship between the factors leading to a safety event and the type of the event (accident
or incident). The contingency table shown in Table 6 is considered for testing each factor-set.
A commonly used significance test for contingency tables, Chi Square, is used to perform the
test.
The Chi Square test computes the statistic Chi Square, X2, based on observed (O) and
expected (E) values for each cell in the table, as:
X2 =

∑ ∑
i

2

j

( Oij - Eij) / Eij
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where i and j are row and column numbers, Oij is the observed value (count) in cell i j, and Eij,
the expected value for the cell is calculated as:
Eij =

∑ j Oij ∑ i

Oij/N

where N is total number of observations.

Table 6 – Contingency table used for the significance test
accidents

incidents

factor-set = true

# accidents containing the factorset

# incidents containing the factorset

factor-set = false

# accidents not containing the
factor-set

# incidents not containing the
factor-set

Once the Chi Square is computed, its corresponding probability or p-value is obtained from
the Chi Square table. To do this, the degree of freedom, df, which is calculated as:
df = (number of rows – 1) * (number of columns – 1)
is needed for each factor-set. In the case of this analysis, the degree of freedom is (2-1)*(2-1)
= 1 for each factor-set (since the contingency table is 2 x 2 for every factor-set). The p-value
associated with Chi Square test indicates the likelihood of a random distribution of values in
the table and having rejected the null hypothesis by chance. A widely acceptable threshold for
the p-value is α=.05. When the p-value for a contrast-set is less than .05, the null hypothesis is
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rejected with over 95% confidence and it is concluded that the observed result is statistically
significant. In other words, the identified relation between a factor-set and accidents (or
incidents) is significant. If the p value is greater than .05, the probability of null hypothesis
being rejected by chance is greater than 5% and no relationship between the factor-set and the
type of event can be concluded.
The p-value threshold of .05 (α=.05) sets the maximum probability of Type I error. Falsely
rejecting the null hypothesis, i.e., concluding that there is a relation when none exists, is
known as a Type I error or false positive. The p-value threshold pertains to a single test. In this
study, there will be as many tests as the number of factor-sets. To ensure that the overall
probability of Type I error is less than 5%, the threshold is divided by the number of tests in
each level (one-factor-sets in the first iteration, two-factor-sets in the second iterations, and so
on):
αi = min of (α/2i)/n and αi-1
where αi is the threshold for level i, and n is number of candidates at level i. This method for
controlling Type I error is discussed in more detail in (Bay & Pazzani, 1999a).
Another parameter to consider with the significance test is the ‘cell frequency’. ‘Cell
frequency’ refers to the number of instances for a factor-set in each group. Commonly, a
minimum cell frequency of 5 is used. That is, a factor-set should have at least 5 instances in
accidents and in incidents, for the test to be meaningful. In the next chapter, some cases with a
cell frequency of less than 5 accidents are shown. Although these cases are not selected for
final results, one could argue that these cases present significant findings if they pass the Chi
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Square significance test. The rationale being that unlike incidents, accident data is not a
sample and represents the entire set of data, and the concern for getting different results from a
different sample (with a different cell frequency), is minimum.
The steps for the contrast-set algorithm used in this analysis are shown in Figure 12. This is
slightly different than the algorithm discussed in (Bay & Pazzani, 1999a). The differences are
in steps 8 and 11 shown in Figure 12. In step 7, the original algorithm generates children for a
factor-set if the factor-set is both large and significant. Here the significance criterion is
relaxed for child generation. (Note that this criterion is relaxed only for child generation,
passing the significance test is still required for a factor-set to become an output candidate.)
The reason for this modification is to allow for discovery of factors that are not individually
associated with accidents, but if combined together they could be significant accident factors.
Discovery of such cases is one of the objectives of the research. A comparison of results to the
application of the original algorithm on the data showed this modified step generated two
additional significant two-factor-sets whose individual factors did not pass the significance
test.
The second difference between this analysis and the experiment described in (Bay & Pazzani,
1999a) is that in step 10, results are ranked by the Factor Support Ratio, a new measure
introduced in this research. The goal of the research is to identify significant accident factors.
The ranking of factor-sets that are identified as significant, allows for determining the topmost significant factors. In addition, the ranks are used in comparison of the results from
multiple databases to see if different databases identify the same factor-sets as the high-ranked
ones.
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Input: accident and incident vectors
C = set of factors in the input vectors
D = set of deviations, initially empty
1. While C is not empty
2.

Scan input data and count support ∀c ∈ C
suppacc = (accidents containing the factor/total accidents)*100
suppinc = (incidents containing the factor/total incidents)*100

3.
4.
5.
6.

For each factor-set c ∈ C :
If (countacc > min cell frequency AND countinc> min cell frequency) Æ continue
If ( |suppacc – suppinc| > devmin ) Æ factor-set is large
If (factor-set is large)
If (significance test* passed) Æ factor-set is significant, add to candidates D
Generate children (factor-set, C)
For each child
If (suppacc > devmin OR suppinc > devmin ) Æ add to C’

7.
8.
9.

C = C’

10.

Rank candidates in D by their Factor Support Ratio**

* Significance of a factor-set is examined by performing Chi Square test
** Factor Support Ratio is calculated as ratio of accident support over incident support

Figure 12 – Contrast-set mining algorithm

3.3.3 Factor Support Ratio
Instead of filtering the candidates, they are ranked by their Factor Support Ratio, a metric
defined here to measure the likelihood of a factor-set to be involved in accidents versus in
incidents. As shown below, the Factor Support Ratio is calculated as the probability of a
factor-set given an accident, divided by the probability of the factor-set given an incident.
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This ratio is simplified to the ratio of percentage of accidents containing the factor-set
over the percentage of incidents containing the factor-set, as shown below:

Factor Support Ratio =

P( F | acc)
P( F | inc)

=

P(acc | F ) P( F ) / P(acc)
P(inc | F ) P( F ) / P(inc)

=

# Facc /# acc
% Facc
=
# Finc /# inc
% Finc

where F = factor-set, acc = accident, inc = incident, #Facc = number of accidents containing
factor-set F, #Finc = number of incidents containing factor-set F, #acc = total number of
accidents, #inc = total number of incidents, %Facc = percentage of accidents containing
factor-set F, and %.Finc = percentage of incidents containing factor-set F. Values of Factor
Support Ratio are bigger than zero and have no upper limit. The values are bigger than zero,
since Factor Support Ratio is calculated for factor-sets that are output by the algorithm. Factorsets with a zero frequency in accidents would not have passed the filters within the algorithm.
Values of Factor Support Ratio are bigger than one for factor-sets associated with accidents,
and are less than one for factor-sets associated with incidents.
The Factor Support Ratio is different than the deviation of the supports used in the
algorithm. The deviation is calculated as the difference between accident support and
incident support for a factor-set, and is used to determine association of the factors with
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accidents (or incidents). The Factor Support Ratio measures information that is not
conveyed by the deviation. Consider the following example of factor-sets and their
measures in Table 7:

Table 7 – Support Ratio Example
factor-set

accident supp

incident support

Deviation

A
B

60%
11%

50%
1%

10%
10%

Support
Ratio
1.2
11

Both factor-sets A and B have a deviation of 10%, however, in the case of factor-set B, the
support in accidents is 11 times more than in incidents. This can be interpreted as: occurrence
of factor-set B is 11 times more likely to be in an accident than in an incident. This is a more
distinctive distribution than that of factor-set A which has a Support Ratio of 1.2.
The Factor Support Ratio has a relative value; it can compare factor-sets within the pair of
databases being analyzed. But it cannot be used to compare factor-sets from different analyses
since percentages in different databases are calculated with different denominators. Also,
Support Ratio is not used to determine association of a factor to accidents or incidents. Factorsets are ranked by the Factor Support Ratio, after the algorithm has identified them as
significant accident (or incident) factors.
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4. Research Analyses

This research conducted a cross-database analysis of historical data on aircraft accidents
and incidents within the United States, using the methodology described in the previous
chapter. The data used in the study, the analysis process, and the results are discussed in
this chapter.

4.1 Data Selection
Data selection is the first step in preparation of the data for the analysis (see Appendix E). The
scope of this research covers Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) part-121 accidents and
incidents within the United States, for the period of 1995 through 2004. FAR part-121 refers
to commercial flights. The activities of this category of flights are conducted within the FAA’s
air traffic control system, concentrated at the larger airports, usually near metropolitan areas.
The airports considered in the study are 493 towered airports for which operations are reported
to the OPSNET database. (Number of airports in the OPSNET database changes as new
airports are added. Currently there are over 500 airports, the 493 refers to the number of
OPSNET airports in 2004.)
The analysis requires parallel sets of data in all databases. Presently data is available on
accidents and incidents through 2006, in the NTSB, FAA/AIDS, and NASA/ASRS. But the
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FAA/SDRS and FAA/OED data are not readily available for public use. The original a set of
data obtained from these databases for this research includes incidents up to, and including,
2004. As a result, the analysis across all databases is limited to the data up to 2004.
This research focuses on those problems leading to accidents and incidents which are
inadvertent. Accidents that are not due to factors involving normal operation of the flight, as
listed below, are removed from the data:
-

passenger and cabin-crew related problems (e.g., passengers injured due to hot
coffee spilling on them)

-

medical, suicidal, and alcohol related events (e.g., loss of control of the
aircraft due to pilot’s heart attack)

-

terrorism and security events (e.g., emergency landing due to bomb threat)

-

bird/animal strike (e.g., engine fire due to birds being sucked into the engine)

-

events during the phases when the aircraft is not operating (e.g., parked, or
preflight phases)

Reports pertaining to the Alaska regions (AAL) are removed from all datasets since flight
environment, conditions, and procedures in that region are very different from other regions in
the United States and need to be studied separately.
Duplicate reports between NTSB and FAA/AIDS are resolved based on whether the
event involved fatality, injury and/or damage. Events with fatality, injury, or damage
which are duplicated in both databases are removed from FAA/AIDS and included in the
NTSB accident data. Events without fatality, injury, or damage, are left in the FAA/AIDS
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and removed from the NTSB database. Absence of detailed date information in the
publicly available version of NASA/ASRS dataset makes it impossible to detect any
duplicates between NASA/ASRS and other incident databases. There were no duplicates
identified between FAA/AIDS and FAA/OED data.

4.2 Data preparation
After removing irrelevant reports (as listed above), the fields that pertain to causal or
contributory factors are reviewed in each database and mapped to their equivalent fields in
other databases. These fields and their values are used to define a common taxonomy across
all the databases. Levels of granularity are different in individual databases. When deriving
factors for the common taxonomy from the data fields in an individual database, if similar
level of granularity is not available in other databases, the detailed information are grouped
into one group and a higher-level factor category is derived. This is necessary to make the
analysis of database pairs possible and to allow for comparison of the results across the
databases. Reports of accidents and incidents are converted to vectors consisting of the factors
and sub-factors in the common taxonomy. Individual database taxonomies, as well as the
derived common taxonomy are shown in Figures 13 to 18, and are discussed below.

4.4.1 National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Accident Data
Taxonomy
The NTSB data identifies one or more causes, factors, and events for each accident.
Causes are what the investigator has identified as the direct causes of the accident.
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Factors are contributory factors, and events are observations made by the investigator.
Since the observations (events) are not identified as a factor leading to the accidents, they
are not considered in the analyses in this study; only causes and factors are considered. At
the highest level, the factors (cause or factor) are divided into one of the four categories:
non-people-oriented, people-oriented, direct underlying, and indirect underlying. The
non-people-oriented factors are factors from one of the following groups:
Aircraft systems/components
Air traffic facilities
Airport facilities
Terrain conditions
Weather conditions
Light conditions
Object(s)
These factors are coded with two columns in the data: subject and modifier. Subjects can
have a blank modifier. Examples are shown in Table 8. The examples show descriptive
values of the actual numerical codes used in the database.

Table 8 – Non-people factor examples in the NTSB accident reports
subject

modifier

weather condition

rain

landing gear

failure

object

vehicle

engine
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The people-oriented factors are coded with three fields in the data: subject, modifier, and
person. Subjects could have blank modifier and person fields. In this data selection, most
subjects had blank modifiers. Examples of people-oriented factors in the NTSB data are
shown in Table 9.

Table 9 – People-oriented factor examples in the NTSB accident reports
subject
improper decision
excessive workload
procedure inadequate

modifier
-

person
flight crew
ATC personnel (lcl/gnd/clnc)
company/operator management

The direct and indirect underlying factors are coded with a subject field and a person
field. The modifier can be blank. Table 10 and Table 11 show examples of these factors
in the NTSB database. An accident can have none, one, or multiple direct or indirect
underlying factors. These are related to a people-oriented or non-people-oriented factor.

Table 10 – Direct underlying factor examples in the NTSB accident reports
subject

person

fatigue

ATC personnel(lcl/gnd/clnc)

improper decision

airport personnel

inadequate initial training

company/operator management
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Table 11 – Indirect underlying factor examples in the NTSB accident reports
subject

person

insufficient
standards/requirements

company/operator mgmt

inadequate surveillance of
operation

FAA (organization)

inadequate surveillance of
operation

manufacturer

Values in the four categories are not mutually exclusive. For example, fatigue/ATC could
be specified as a people-oriented factor or as a direct underlying factor. This
categorization of factors into the four groups is not relevant to this study, so the group
information is not kept after transformation of the data into accident vectors. The NTSB
taxonomy is shown in Figure 14.

4.2.2 FAA Accident and Incident Data System (FAA/AIDS) Data
Taxonomy
The FAA/AIDS database identifies a general cause category for each incident, at the
highest level. The values in this field are one of the following;

Pilot and ground crew
Improper maintenance
Manufacturer/builder
Design of aircraft
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OPDEF, other than pilot
Pilot induced
Undetermined
Miscellaneous, other, none
Pilot and maintenance
Inadequate maintenance
As seen in the list, the general cause code might identify more than one group of factors.
When normalizing these factors, the ones with multiple groups are mapped to their
multiple corresponding groups. For example, pilot and ground crew, will be transformed
to a vector with both pilot and ground flags set to Yes.
Additional information about the factors in FAA/AIDS incident data are obtained from
the following fields:

Cause factor – primary cause identified for the incident, e.g., landing gear
Contributing cause – additional factors, e.g., wet runway
Operational cause – errors related to the operation of the flight, e.g., lack of

recent experience
Other factors – additional information about the event, e.g., smoke in cockpit
Persons involved – identifies the person involved with the cause factor, e.g.,

pilot-in-command
Supporting factors – gives more details such as faulty design for an aircraft

mechanical problem
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For each of the above fields, there is a corresponding secondary field which is filled with
additional values for the field if there are any. For example, with the cause factor of problem
with landing gear, there might be a secondary cause specified as use of equipment, which
refers to the pilot not being familiar or experienced with how to operate the landing gear, in
addition to the mechanical problem with the landing gear. For this study, the order of the
factors (primary or secondary) is not kept in the transformed data. The FAA/AIDS taxonomy
is shown in Figure 15.

4.2.3 NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System (NASA/ASRS) Data
Taxonomy
The factors involved in the NASA/ASRS incidents are specified in the primary problem field
which identifies the primary factor and problem areas field which lists all the factors involved
in the incident, primary and contributory. Additional information about the factors are in the
event anomaly and person fields. Information related to the events after the occurrence of the
incident, such as resolutions and consequences are not used in the analysis. Environment and
situation fields provide details about the incident factors. The field aircraft component
provides information on the component that has been problematic in the incident; however,
this field was mostly blank in the dataset. The NASA/ASRS taxonomy is shown in Figure 16.

4.2.4 FAA Operational Error and Deviation (FAA/OED) Data Taxonomy
At a top level, each operational error in the FAA/OED data is assigned one or more of the four
event categories: equipment, human factor, procedure, and supervision, showing the type of
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factors involved in the incident. For each operational error, one or more of six groups of
causal factors are identified. For each of the six groups, additional fields provide related
information with more details. There are also twelve complexity factor fields that describe the
conditions contributing to the complexity of the situation at the time of the error. The
FAA/OED fields included in the study are shown in Figure 17.

4.2.5 FAA Service Difficulty Reports (FAA/SDRS) Data Taxonomy
There are two fields in the FAA/SDRS dataset which provide information about the incident
factors. The JASC title and nature condition. The Aircraft System/Component (JASC) title
denotes the system or component of the aircraft having a problem. The JASC codes used in
the FAA/SDRS database are a modified version of the Air Transport Association of America
(ATA) system codes. The nature condition field provides details on the nature of condition
that has led to the problem. An example of JASC title and nature condition fields for an
incident are ‘hydraulic system, main’ and ‘fluid loss, warning indicator’, respectively. The
values in these fields are grouped into a higher common value in cases where they provide
more details than the other databases. For example, ‘hydraulic pump’, ‘hydraulic, main’ and
‘hydraulic, auxiliary’ are all replaced with ‘hydraulic system’.
The FAA/SDRS data also provides the precautionary procedure field which denotes the
action taken by the pilot or crew in response to the problem. This field contains values
such as aborted approach, unscheduled landing, and none, which could be used as an
indirect indicator of the severity of the problem, if desired. In this study, the reports are
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not discriminated based on the action taken. Figure 18 indicates the FAA/SDRS
taxonomy.
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Common Taxonomy for cross-database analysis
•

Aircraft
mechanical failures of aircraft system/components
o collision avoidance sys o hydraulic system
o engine
o landing gear
o flight control system
o wing

•

Airport/Facility
o runway condition
o inadequate lighting

o
o

runway configuration
inadequate marking/signage

•

ATC
problems involving air traffic controllers (local, ground, etc.)
o aircraft observation
o position relief process
o communication
o procedure compliance
o coordination
o supervision

•

Company
Problems involving company/airline personnel or management
o Ground operations
o inadequate/lack of procedures
o procedure compliance o supervision/management

•

Maintenance
o Mechanics experience o
o Documentation
o

Procedure compliance
Inadequate inspection

•

Pilot
problems involving pilots or other cockpit crew members
o altitude deviation
o experience
o airspeed violation
o fatigue
o attention/distraction
o preflight (planning, fuel)
o clearance compliance o procedure compliance
o communication
o separation
o decision/judgment
o supervision/CRM
o separation
o visual lookout

•

Weather
o ice
o thunderstorm
o rain
o turbulence
o snow
o wind
Other
includes any factor that does not fit in one of the above factors, or is specified as ‘other’ in
the original data

•

Figure 13 – The common taxonomy derived for cross-database study
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NTSB Data Taxonomy

•

•

•

Non-person-oriented subjects

–

Aircraft structure
Examples: door, flight control system, landing gear

–

Aircraft system
Examples: air condition/heating system, anti-ice/deice system, hydraulic system

–

Powerplant
Examples: accessory drive, compressor, engine, fuel system

–

Miscellaneous aircraft/equipment
Examples: fluid, lights, equipment furnishings

–

Air traffic facilities
Examples: control tower, radar, procedures

–

Airport facilities
Examples: airport equipment, airport fire/rescue service

–
–

Terrain/runway conditions

–

objects
Examples: parked aircraft, runway light, building

Person-oriented subjects

–

Aircraft/Equipment performance
Examples: autopilot, flight controls, communication equipment

–

Operations, ATC, Maintenance
Examples: aircraft handling, communications, dispatch

Direct underlying subjects

–

•

weather conditions
Examples: clouds, crosswind, fog

inadequate equipment, procedure inadequate, material inadequate, etc.

Indirect underling subjects

–

inadequate surveillance of operations, insufficient standards, inadequate
certification, inadequate substantiation process

Figure 14 – NTSB database taxonomy
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FAA/AIDS Data Taxonomy

•

General cause categories

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Pilot & ground crew
Improper maintenance
Manufacturer/builder
Design of aircraft
OPDEF, other than pilot
Pilot induced
Undetermined
Miscellaneous, other, none
Pilot & maintenance
Inadequate maintenance

•

Cause factors
Examples: failed to advise unsafe airport condition, improper maintenance airport
facility, failed to advise of other traffic, failed to follow approved procedure/instruction

•

Contributing cause
Examples: wet runway, decompression, snow bank, weather, inadequate
runway/taxiway lights

•

Operational cause categories
Examples: Misjudgment, mistake, inattention, lack of supervision

•

Other factors
Example: runway blocked, smoke/fumes in cockpit/cabin, near midair, descent
emergency

•

Persons involved
Examples: pilot-in-command, co-pilot, radio operator, controller/ATC, ground crew

•

Supporting factors
Example: corrosion, malfunction, fuel contamination, foreign object damage

Figure 15 – FAA/AIDS database taxonomy
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ASRS Data Taxonomy

•

Aircraft component

•

Event

•

–

Anomaly: altitude deviation, weather encounter, procedure non adherence,
aircraft equipment problem, etc.

–

Resolution: controller issued advisory, flight crew executed missed approach,
etc.

–
–

Consequence: FAA investigated, reviewed incident with flight crew, other

Environment

–
–
–

•

Light condition: night, daylight, dawn, etc.
Weather elements: snow, fog, rain, turbulence, etc.

Affiliation: air carrier, FAA, other
Function: flight crew, controller, maintenance, etc.
Qualification: pilot-commercial, controller-radar, maintenance-technician, etc.

Assessments

–
–
–

•

Flight conditions: VMC, IMC, marginal, mixed

Person

–
–
–

•

Miss distance: horizontal 1500, vertical: 400

Problem Areas: aircraft, ATC performance, pilot performance, weather, etc.
Primary problem: aircraft, ATC performance, pilot performance, weather, etc.
Air traffic incident (type of incident): pilot deviation, operational error, etc.

Situations
Examples: ATC facility, airport, airspace, chart, publication

Figure 16 – NASA/ASRS database taxonomy
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OED Data Taxonomy

•

Event categories

–
–
–
–

•

procedural
equipment
human factor/ATCS
manager/supervisor

Causal Factors

–

Data posting

–
–
–

•

misidentification
use of radar displayed data

Aircraft observation

–
–
–
–
–

flight progress strip

Radar display

–
–
–

computer entry

observation of aircraft
use of visual data

Communication (phraseology, readback, etc.)
Coordination (inter-sector, inter-facility, info exchange, etc.)
Position relief briefing

Traffic complexity factors

–
–
–
–
–
–

Airspace design

-- Runway condition

Emergency

-- Runway configuration

Experience

-- Special event

Flow control

-- Terrain

Number of aircraft

-- Weather

Procedure deficiency

-- Other

Figure 17 – FAA/OED database taxonomy
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SDRS Data Taxonomy

•

JASC Title
(denotes the system or component having a problem)
Examples: landing gear, emergency lighting, main hydraulic system, air/pressurization,
compressor assembly, electrical system, flight control system, cargo/baggage door, etc.

•

Nature of condition

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Affect systems

-- Vibration/buffet

Electrical power loss

-- Inadequate quality control

Engine case penetration

-- In-flight separation

Engine flameout

-- Multiple failure

Engine stoppage

-- No test

Foreign object damage

-- No warning indication

Flight control affected

-- Partial RPM/power loss

Flight altitude inst.

-- Significant failure report

Fluid loss

-- Smoke

Human factor

-- Warning indication

Other

Precautionary procedure
action taken by the crew in response to the problem

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Aborted approach

-- Engine shutdown

Aborted takeoff

-- Intentional Depressure

Activate fire ext.

-- Manual oxygen mask

Autorotation

-- None

Deactivate system/circuits -- Return to block
Dump fuel

-- Unscheduled landing

Emergency descent

-- Other

Figure 18 – FAA/SDRS database taxonomy
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4.3 Analyses
This section explains how the accident and incident vectors are analyzed using the contrast-set
mining algorithm discussed in the previous chapter. The subsections below explain the
process and findings for the analysis of accidents in relation to each of the incident datasets.
The results are summarized and compared in the Results section.
The following terminology is used in this section (and throughout the paper) as defined here:
Factor-Set: a single factor such as ‘pilot’ or a combination of factors, such as ‘pilot,

airport, aircraft’, denoting the factor(s) present at the time of an accident or
incident
Accident Support: percentage of accidents that contain a factor-set
Incident Support: percentage of incidents that contain a factor-set
Deviation: the deviation is calculated as the incident support subtracted from the

accident support; a factor-set with a positive deviation has a higher percentage
in accidents. A negative deviation shows a higher percentage in the incidents.
Factor Support Ratio: is calculated as percentage of accidents containing a factor-set

divided by the percentage of incidents containing the factor-set. Higher Factor
Support Ratio shows higher potential for the factor-set to be involved in
accidents versus incidents
The following information pertains to the analyses described below:
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•

As a general criterion, a minimum cell frequency of 5 is used in the analyses. That is, for a
factor-set to be considered in each iteration of the analysis, there must be at least 5
instances of that factor-set in the data. In some cases, where significant findings have a cell
frequency of less than 5, the results are indicated for discussion and comparison.

•

Chi Square significance test is performed to test the statistical significance of each finding.
The criterion used for accepting the test is that sum of p values for all factor-sets in an
iteration is less than .05. A p value of more than .05 means the probability of obtaining the
result by chance (and rejecting the null hypothesis by mistake) is more than 5%, and thus
the finding is not acceptable. A p value of less than .05 for a result is equivalent to being
within the 95% confidence interval, and is acceptable.

The analyses are performed at two levels: 1) high-level analyses examine the eight factor
categories in the common taxonomy, and 2) low-level analyses examine the sub-factors in the
categories. Not all databases contain information for both levels. NTSB, FAA/AIDS and
NASA/ASRS contain data factor and sub-factor data for both levels of analysis. The
FAA/OED database is specific to Air Traffic Control (ATC) incidents and contains only subfactors in the ‘ATC’ category. Similarly, FAA/SDRS database is specific to aircraft
mechanical problems and contains sub-factors in the ‘aircraft’ category.

4.3.1 Analyzing accidents in relation to FAA/AIDS incidents
In this analysis, 184 accident vectors in the NTSB data were analyzed in relation to 2,188
incident vectors in the FAA/AIDS data, using the contrast-set mining algorithm. Table 12,
shows the results of the analysis for the eight factor categories in the common taxonomy.
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Table 12 shows factor-sets that have passed all the tests by the algorithm and are identified as
significant factor-sets. To interpret these results, first consider the factor-sets’ deviations. A
positive deviation indicates association of the factor-set with accidents; a negative deviation
indicates association with incidents. In this case, with the exception of ‘aircraft’ factor-set, all
other factor-sets have a positive deviation. This means ‘aircraft’ factors are significant incident
factors; they are more likely to lead to incidents. The rest of the factors are significant accident
factors; they are more likely to lead to accidents. Note that the ‘aircraft’ factors are incident
factors as long as they are not combined with other factors. When combined with other
factors, e.g., ‘aircraft, pilot’, they become accident factors.
Also, note in Table 12 that ‘pilot’ category has the highest frequency of accidents (~41%) after
the ‘other’ category. The results in Table 12 are ranked by the factor-sets’ Support Ratio and
show ‘company’, followed by ‘ATC’ at the top are the most potential accident factors. To see
the information conveyed by this ranking, along with examples of accidents containing the
factors, consider Table 13. The results in Table 13 are grouped into categories of factors and
ranked by Support Ratio within each group. As seen in Table 13, each factor has a higher
Support Ratio when combined with other factors than individually by itself. This means that
accidents are more likely to be the result of a combination of factors than result of an
individual factor. Also, note that the ‘ATC’ factor-set has a higher Support Ratio than the
‘pilot’ factor-sets. Another observation is the high Support Ratio of the ‘company’ factors,
such as lack of adequate procedures and training by the company or mistakes in ground
operations by the company personnel.
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Table 12 – Accident factors identified in the FAA/AIDS incidents, ranked by
Support Ratio
NTSB
accidents

FAA/AIDS
incidents

company

41

12

22.30%

0.5%

21.70%

44.60

company, other

26

8

14.10%

0.40%

13.80%

35.25

ATC

13

8

7.10%

0.40%

6.70%

17.75

8

7

4.30%

0.30%

4.00%

14.33

aircraft, other

22

23

12.00%

1.10%

10.90%

10.91

weather, other

9

10

4.90%

0.50%

4.40%

9.80

pilot, aircraft

16

19

8.70%

0.90%

7.80%

9.67

maintenance, other

17

22

9.20%

1.00%

8.20%

9.20

airport, other

11

15

6.00%

0.70%

5.30%

8.57

weather

29

46

15.80%

2.10%

13.70%

7.52

pilot, airport

12

20

6.50%

0.90%

5.60%

7.22

pilot, other

29

48

15.80%

2.20%

13.60%

7.18

airport

17

29

9.20%

1.30%

7.90%

7.08

aircraft, maintenance

19

36

10.30%

1.60%

8.70%

6.44

pilot, weather

12

33

6.50%

1.50%

5.00%

4.33

pilot

75

228

40.80%

10.40%

30.30%

3.92

maintenance

27

107

14.70%

4.90%

9.80%

3.00

other

83

483

45.10%

22.10%

23.00%

2.04

aircraft
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1519

28.80%

69.40%

-40.60%

0.41

factor-set

pilot, airport, other

%ntsb
supp

%aids
supp

Legend:
accident support = (accidents containing the factor-set / total # of accidents)*100
incident support = (incidents containing the factor-set / total # of incidents)*100
deviation = (accident support – incident support)
Support Ratio = (accident support / incident support)
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dev

Support
Ratio

Table 13 – Accident factors identified in the FAA/AIDS incidents, grouped and
ranked by Support Ratio
group

factor-set

pilot, airport, other

Pilot

supp
ratio
14.3

example
confusing runway/taxiway intersection, pilot taxied to
runway without clearance, other aircraft was issued goaround

pilot, aircraft

9.7

nose gear light not working during approach, pilot flew by
tower to get visual confirmation of landing gear extension

pilot, other

7.2

pilot not stopping the aircraft as signaled by ground
personnel

pilot, airport

7.2

pilot turning to wrong taxiway; snow not removed from
runway

4.3

overcast at the airport, pilot descending below instructed
altitude

3.9

pilot didn’t see and avoid other aircraft/vehicle/object

pilot, weather
pilot

left engine not starting, fuel contamination

aircraft, other

10.9

aircraft, pilot

9.7

loss of pressure in electrohydraulic valve, pilot’s improper
use of steering handwheel

aircraft,
maintenance

6.4

main landing gear failure, inadequate inspection during
maintenance

aircraft

0.4

problem with landing gear retracting after takeoff

ATC

17.8

controller not issuing traffic advisory to pilot/crew

company

44.6

lack of adequate procedure/training by company/airline

company, other

35.2

aft cargo door not secured, in-flight pressurization
problem

weather, other

9.8

thunderstorm, dark night

maintenance, other

9.2

wrong fueling procedure, improper fuel balance

airport, other

8.6

icy ramp, vehicle driver not maintaining directional control

weather

7.5

icy conditions

airport

7.1

runway marking not visible

maintenance

3.0

incorrect capping of hydraulic line by mechanics

Aircraft

ATC

Others
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Next, sub-factors within the eight factor categories are analyzed. Results of this analysis,
ranked by the Support Ratio, are shown in Table 14. Note that out of five factors
identified as significant sub-factors leading to accidents, three are pilot factors, i.e., visual
lookout, procedure compliance, and poor decision making. Pilot visual-lookout factor is
at the top of the list followed by ATC communication factors.

Table 14 – Accident sub-factors identified in the FAA/AIDS incidents, ranked by
Support Ratio
group

factor-set

Supp
Ratio

example

pilot

visual lookout

27.0

failure to see & avoid other aircraft/vehicle on the runway

ATC

communication

14.3

controller not communicating traffic information to the pilot

company

equip furnishing

3.7

paper left in the oven by catering causing in-flight fire

pilot

proc compliance

2.9

pilot not completing preflight checklist

pilot

decision/misjudge

2.5

pilot continuing flight into severe weather

4.3.2 Analyzing accidents in relation to NASA/ASRS incidents
The 184 accident vectors in the NTSB data were analyzed in relation to 29,922 incident
vectors in the NASA/ASRS data. When including all the NASA/ASRS incidents in the
analysis, the results showed ‘company’ factors as the accident factor with highest Support
Ratio, and ‘pilot’ and ‘ATC’ factor-sets were found to be associated with incidents. This
contradicts the relationships found from the analysis of FAA/AIDS incidents (which
showed these factor-sets are more likely to lead to accidents). This disparity in the results
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can be explained by the fact that the NASA/ASRS reports are mostly submitted by pilots
reporting incidents that contain ‘pilot’ factors, and to a lesser degree ‘ATC’ factors. 55%
of the NASA/ASRS data in this study contains ‘pilot’ factors, of which 40% identify
‘pilot’ as the primary factor of the incident. To minimize the impact of this bias, the
NASA/ASRS data is divided into subsets of pilot and ATC incidents and each analyzed
separately. Accidents containing ‘pilot’ factors are analyzed in relation to the subset of
NASA/ASRS incidents containing ‘pilot’ factors. Another analysis is conducted on
accidents with ‘ATC’ factors in relation to the incidents with ‘ATC’ factors. It should be
noted that the two datasets in the two analyses are not mutually exclusive; they have
overlaps due to the fact that some accident and incidents contain both pilot’ and ‘ATC’
factors. Table 15 and Table 16 show the results of these analyses. These findings don’t
contradict the FAA/AIDS findings any more. (Detailed results with the counts and
percentages are shown in Appendix A.) As seen in both tables, combinations of factors
have higher Support Ratios than the individual factors. Also, the Support Ratios for ATC
factors are higher than pilot factors. Both of these observations are consistent with the
FAA/AIDS results.
The sub-factor analysis of the NASA/ASRS incidents containing pilot factors identified
‘visual lookout’ as the significant factor leading to accidents (Table 17). Sub-factor
analysis of NASA/ASRS incidents containing ATC factors didn’t yield any significant
results, due to low call frequency. Tables with details of counts and other information for
all the analyses discussed in this section are in Appendix A.
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Table 15 – Accident factors identified in the NASA/ASRS incidents containing
‘pilot’ factor, ranked by Support Ratio
group

factor-set

supp
ratio

example

pilot, aircraft, company, other

3.7

loss of pitch control, lack of airline oversight
over cargo loading, lack of FAA oversight

pilot, company, other

3.6

pilot’s inadequate visual lookout, vehicle driver’s
inadequate training by company, visibility
restrictions

pilot, aircraft, weather

2.9

pilot’s failure to maintain proper descent rate,
snow and crosswind conditions, overload of left
main landing gear

pilot, airport, other

2.3

snow covered runway, pilot didn’t execute
missed approach, night conditions

pilot, weather

1.9

pilot not aligning the aircraft with runway
centerline, thunderstorm at airport

pilot

Table 16 – Accident factors identified in the NASA/ASRS incidents containing
‘ATC’ factor, ranked by Support Ratio
group

factor-set

ATC, pilot, airport, company

supp
ratio

12.8

airport didn’t mark the runway as closed, pilot
didn’t maintain clearance from construction
equipment on the runway, company didn’t
provide NOTAM to pilot, controller didn’t control
the movement of aircraft

11.0

airport didn’t block closed taxiway, airline didn’t
provide NOTAM to pilot about taxiway closure,
controller didn’t control movement of aircraft to
prevent it from entering closed taxiway

ATC

ATC, airport, company

example

Table 17 – Accident sub-factors identified in the NASA/ASRS incidents containing
‘pilot’ factor, ranked by Support Ratio
group
pilot

factor-set
visual lookout

supp
ratio
2.1
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example
failure to see and avoid other aircraft/vehicle on
the runway

4.3.3 Analyzing accidents in relation to FAA/OED incidents
The FAA/OED data contains reports of operational errors only (i.e., ATC factors), therefore
they are used to analyze the accidents containing ATC factors. There are a total of 13
accidents with ‘ATC’ factors in the data. The FAA/OED reports include 10,493 incident
reports, of which 3,603 are at Terminals (Towers and TRACONs) and the rest are at Centers.
First, analyzing the accidents against all OE reports (Terminal and Center) showed ATC
‘communication’ (communication between controller and pilot) and ‘supervision’
(supervision of the ATC operations) are the ATC factors associated with accidents (see
Appendix A for these results). The ATC incidents (OEs) in the data are mostly (% ) at Centers
whereas accidents have mostly occurred around Terminal areas. This could be due to the fact
that error detection at the Centers is automated by the Quality Assurance Program or “snitch
patch”. Error recording at the Terminals relies on controllers reporting their own errors.
To have a better pairing between the accident and incident datasets for ATC factors, and
to minimize the impact of the imbalance between Center and Terminal OEs, the Center
OEs are removed and the analysis is repeated with FAA/OED data containing the
Terminal OEs only. The results identified ‘communication’ and ‘supervision’ in this
analysis as well. These results are shown in Appendix A). Here in Table 18, the results
that met the minimum cell frequency of 5 are shown. Note that association of ‘ATC
communication’ with accidents is consistent with the FAA/AIDS finding on ATC factors.
Also note that combination of ’communication’ factors with ‘airport’ factors has a higher
Support Ratio than the ‘communication’ factors alone. This observation also is consistent
with the FAA/AIDS results.
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Table 18 – Accident sub-factors identified in the FAA/OED incidents, ranked by
Support Ratio
group

factor-set

supp
ratio

example

communication, airport

8.1

closed runway not marked, NOTAM not included in the
ATIS information

communication

2.5

controller not communicating traffic info to the pilot

ATC

4.3.4 Analyzing accidents in relation to FAA/SDRS incidents
The FAA/SDRS data contains reports of mechanical problems with aircraft system or
components experienced during the flight. Accidents in the NTSB data involving
‘aircraft’ factors were analyzed in relation to the FAA/SDRS data. There were 53
accidents with ‘aircraft’ factors. The FAA/SDRS reports include 85,687 incidents. The
analysis identified problems with ‘landing gear’ and ‘flight control system’ (among 18
sub-categories of aircraft problems common between accidents and incidents) as
significant factors leading to accidents. The results are shown in Table 19.

Table 19 – Accident sub-factors identified in the FAA/SDRS incidents, ranked by
Support Ratio
group
aircraft

factor-set
Flight Control System
Landing Gear

supp
ratio
36.2
2.6

example
loss of aircraft pitch control due to failure of
horizontal stabilizer trim
landing gear retract/extend system failure
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4.3.4 Cross-database comparison of results
Among eight categories of factors in the common taxonomy, the above analyses searched
for factors-sets which are more likely to lead to accidents or to incidents. Each analysis
identified a set of accident factors, and only one incident factor, namely, the ‘aircraft’
category. These accident factor-sets and the incident factor-set that were identified in
more than one database are shown in Table 20. The ‘n/a’ in the table denotes no analysis
was performed. For example, the n/a under ‘FAA/OED incidents’ means the FAA/OED
database does not have comparable data for analysis of factors other than air traffic
control. ‘No match’ in the table indicates that analysis was performed but there was no
common finding across the databases. The factor-sets shown Table 20, have a higher
significance than the rest of the findings in that they are identified by more than one
database, despite the different biases in these databases. The pilot visual lookout and atc
communication show in the table are results of the sub-factor analyses and the rest of the
factor-sets are results of the factor analyses.

Table 20 – Cross-database comparison of results
FAA/AIDS
incidents

NASA/ASRS
incidents

FAA/OED
incidents

FAA/SDRS
incidents

(pilot, airport, other)

Y

Y

n/a

n/a

(pilot, weather)

Y

Y

n/a

n/a

(atc)

Y

Y

n/a

n/a

(pilot visual lookout)

Y

Y

n/a

n/a

(atc communication)

Y

n/a

Y

n/a

Y (incidents)

Y (incidents)

n/a

no match

factor-set

factors

subfactors

(aircraft)
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The ‘pilot, airport, other’ factor-set is identified by analyzing the accidents in relation to
the FAA/AIDS and NASA/ASRS databases. Examples of this case are situations when
there is a problem at the airport, such as icy runway, inadequate signage, or improper
runway lighting, and the pilot who is landing, taking off, or taxiing at this airport makes a
mistake such as landing on a wrong runway/taxiway or refusing to go around while
knowing that conditions are not appropriate for landing, and in addition, there is an
‘other’ factor present too. This ‘other’ factor is other than the seven categories of factors
specified in the common taxonomy, such as poor visibility or dark night. Examples of the
(pilot, weather) factor-set are situations when a weather factor, such as wind or
thunderstorm, is present in addition to a pilot factor such as not having enough training or
experience to fly in the bad weather or not visually looking out of the cockpit widow to
watch for other traffic. Examples of (ATC) or air traffic control factors are local
controller not coordinating the operations with the ground controller, ATC supervisor not
assigning enough staff in busy periods, and controller not communicating with the pilot.
Examples of accidents with (pilot visual lookout) factor are when pilot fails to visually
see and avoid another aircraft, vehicle, or other objects on the runway. Specific examples
of ATC communication factors are controller not issuing a traffic advisory to pilots when
pilots should be aware of the traffic around them, or controller not providing information
about the weather or airport conditions to the pilot. Examples of the (aircraft) factors are
mechanical problems such as problems with the engine system, malfunctioning fuel
indicator, or malfunctioning altimeter. Most occurrences of these mechanical difficulties
are handled by the pilot without leading to an accident, but when they are combined with
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one or more factors, the pilot being inexperienced for example, then there is a higher
chance of having an accident.

4.4 Results
Results of cross-database analyses performed in this research are summarized in this section.
The results are based on the data that was available to this study. The NASA/ASRS data used
here is a subset of the reports that NASA receives. Also, some fields in the FAA/OED data
have been filtered out due to sensitivity of the data. These results can be viewed as a minimum
of what can be achieved by application of the methodology proposed in this research to the
collected safety data. By applying this methodology to the complete set of data more detailed
results can be obtained.

Overall Results

Based on the results of the analyses performed in this study, accidents are more likely to
contain a combination of factors than a single factor. This confirms earlier research and is
not new. This result was obtained by ranking the results of the analyses by the Support
Ratio measure introduced in this research. As an example in the FAA/AIDS results, the
Support Ratio for ‘pilot’ factor is 3.9. This ratio rises to 7.2 when pilot factors are
combined with airport factors, and rises even higher to 14.3 when ‘other’ factor is added
to the combination. This observation was consistent across all databases in the study.
The results also showed that, with the exception of the aircraft mechanical problems, all other
categories of the factors - i.e., pilot, ATC, airport, weather, company, and maintenance - are
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significant accident factors. The aircraft mechanical problems are identified as incident
factors, unless they are combined with other factors.
A cross-database comparison of the results identified the following factors consistent across
databases: (1) pilot factors combined with airport problems and ‘other’ factors, (2) pilot errors
combined with weather severities, and (3) air traffic control errors. The following sub-factors
were also consistent across databases: (1) pilot visual lookout, and (2) air traffic control
communications.
When ranking the results by the Support Ratio measure, company/airline factors (such as
inadequate procedures, inadequate oversight, and mistakes by company personnel), followed
by air traffic control errors were identified as the top most factor categories potential of being
in accidents. Lack of ‘visual lookout’ by pilot, followed by ATC communication errors were
the top most sub-factors potential of leading to accidents.

Pilot factors

The analyses showed ‘pilot’ factors were significant accidents factors. Also, based on the
Support Ratio measure, the potential for ‘pilot’ factors being in accidents was higher when
these factors were combined with one or more of the other factors. For example, compare the
Support Ratio of 3.9 for ‘pilot’, with 7.2 for ‘pilot, airport’, and with 14.3 for ‘pilot, airport,
other’ in the FAA/AIDS results. Results of both FAA/AIDS and NASA/ASRS analyses were
consistent on this ranking. The sub-factor analysis of pilot factors showed that lack of visual
lookout, wrong decision/judgment by the pilot (such as continuing the flight into severe
weather), and not complying with established procedures, were the most significant accident
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factors in the ‘pilot’ category. Lack of visual lookout had the highest Support Ratio and was
identified by both FAA/AIDS and NASA/ASRS data analyses.

ATC factors

The study showed ‘ATC’ (air traffic control) factors were present in both accidents and
incidents, but were significantly associated with accidents. An observation about the ATC
factors is that accidents with ATC factors were less frequent than accidents with most other
factors, yet ATC factors had the second highest Support Ratio (following the ‘company’
factors). Results of the FAA/AIDS and NASA/ASRS analyses were consistent on this
ranking. In the FAA/AIDS results, the Support Ratio for ‘ATC’ factors was 17.7 compared to
3.9 for ‘pilot’ factors. In the NASA/ASRS results, the Support Ratio was over 10 for factorsets including ATC factors, compared to Support Ratios of below 4 for the ‘pilot’ factor-sets.
The sub-factor analyses showed that among ‘ATC’ factors, communication between controller
and pilot was the most significant accident factor. These are errors such as controller not
issuing a traffic advisory or not checking for a correct readback by the pilot. Combination of
ATC communication factor with airport factors had a higher Support Ratio. Consistent with
other findings, this ranking showed combinations of factors have a higher accident potential
than single factors. Results of the ATC factors analyses were consistent on the findings and
the ranking across FAA/AIDS and FAA/OED databases.

Aircraft factors

Aircraft mechanical problems were present in both accidents and incidents, but were
significantly associated with incidents when not combined with other factors. Sub-factor
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analyses identified aircraft ‘flight control system’ and ‘landing gear’ problems as significant
factors associated with accidents. To rank these findings, the data showed about 45% of
accidents and 17% of incidents contained ‘landing gear’ problems whereas ‘flight control
system’ problems were in about 9% of accidents and only 0.26% of incidents. These numbers
yield to a Support Ratio of 2.6 for the ‘landing gear’ and 36.2 for the ‘flight system control’
factors. Not only the ‘flight control system’ factor has a much higher Support Ratio, it also has
a faster growth as shown in the trend analysis discussed in the next section.

Other factors

Results of the analyses for company, weather, maintenance, and airport factors showed
they were significant accident factors. The Factor Support Ratios were higher for these
factors when they were combined with other factors, denoting a higher potential for
combination of factors to lead to accidents, than individual factors. Sub-factor analyses
identified ‘equipment furnishing’ in the FAA/SDRS data as significant accident subfactors. These are factors in operations pertaining to servicing of removable items and
furnishings contained in the flight, cargo, and accessory compartments. An example of
such errors is: inadvertently leaving papers in the oven when servicing the galley which
subsequently causes in-flight fire.

4.5 Trends
This section studies the trends of the factors in the historical data used in this research. To
account for the changes in total number of operations in air transportation, the counts are
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normalized by calculating their rates over total number of operations at the Terminals. The
total number of operations is obtained from the OPSNET database. The OPSNET database
provides total counts for operations at airports and other air traffic facilities. Total number of
air carrier operations (arrivals and departures) at 493 towered airports12 is used to normalize
the counts. The rates are presented as counts per million operations. General statistics on each
of the data sets studied in this research are given in Appendix B. Due to availability of the
data, the study covered the period of 1995 through 2004. Some trends and graphs in this
section show data beyond 2004 where more data was available.
In the FAA/AIDS data, a decreasing trend is observed for total number of incidents in general
(Figure 19). The ‘pilot’ and ‘aircraft’ factors show decreasing trends (Figures 20 and 21); no
trend can be obtained for the ‘ATC’ factors (Figure 22). The NASA/ASRS data also shows
‘pilot’ and ‘aircraft’ factors are decreasing whereas ‘ATC’ factors are increasing. Figure 23
compares the rates for ‘pilot’ and ‘ATC’ factors as primary or contributory factors. Figures 24
and 26 show the rates for each factor as the primary factor of the incidents. Note that the
earlier analyses in the study identified the ‘ATC’ factors in general and ‘ATC
communications’ in specific, as significant accident factors. The FAA/OED data shows
growing trends for ATC incidents in general (Figure 27) and for ATC incidents containing
‘communication’ factors in specific (Figure 28). Figure 29 shows the six categories of errors
in ATC incidents. Inappropriate use of radar display is the top-most factor followed by

12

This research studies the data for the period of 1995 to 2004. 493 is the number of towered airports
in 2004. This number is over 500 now.
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coordination of operations between controllers, and communications between controller and
pilot (ATC communications).
In addition to the main factors in ATC incidents, the FAA/OED database also contains data on
complexity factors. Complexity factors indicate conditions that are present and add to the
complexity of the situation at the time of the operational errors. Figure 30 shows ATC incident
factors affected by these complexity conditions. Figure 31 indicates the complexity factors
associated with the ATC incidents in Terminals. Figure 32 shows these complexity factors
ranked by the slope of their trend lines. The slope is calculated based on the normalized OEs
(number of OEs per million operations, per year). As seen in Figure 32, the ‘number of
aircraft’, i.e., number of aircraft in the airspace at the time of error, is the top-most growing
complexity factor. Aside form the ‘other’ factor, ‘runway configuration’, ‘airspace design’,
and ‘controller experience’ are the next fast growing complexity factors.
Focusing on the ATC communication factors in OEs, Figure 33 shows the top-most
complexity conditions associated with the ATC communication errors. Aside from ‘other’ and
‘blank’, these factors are: number of aircraft, airspace design, and controller experience. These
complexity factors can be expected to grow further in future. The ‘number-of-aircraft’ factor is
directly impacted by the growth of air transportation projected by the FAA. The ‘airspace
design’ refers to factors related to the constraints caused by the airspace design. An example
of these factors is a situation where an aircraft going from one sector in the airspace to another,
should descend to a lower altitude as required by the new sector, but there is not enough room
for a smooth transition to the new altitude. With more aircraft in the airspace, these factors are
going to be more constraining. The ‘runway configuration’ factor refers to the changes made
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to the runway assignments, i.e., change from arrival to departure, to accommodate the traffic.
Like the ‘airspace design’, this factor too will be indirectly impacted by the projected air
traffic growth. The ‘experience’ factor refers to controllers’ lack of experience with the
operations, facility, or situations they are functioning at. This factor will be impacted by two
projections. First, the growth of air transportation demands a higher staffing level, which
means bringing new controllers on board. Second, the expected wave of controllers’
retirements (FAA, 2007), which has already started and is expected to go up within a few
years, will result in replacing current experienced controllers with a less experienced new
generation.
Another observation in the data is the decreasing trend of aircraft mechanical problems. This
decrease is seen in the FAA/AIDS, NASA/ASRS, and FAA/SDRS databases. Also, the earlier
analyses in the study showed that ‘aircraft’ factors are not associated with accidents (unless
combined with other factors). Figure 35 shows the aircraft mechanical problems in the
FAA/SDRS database. Figure 36 shows the trend line slopes for the factors studied in the
analysis. Among these factors, ‘landing gear’ and ‘flight control system’ were identified as
significant accident factors. As seen in Figure 36, the ‘landing gear’ problems are decreasing,
while ‘flight control system’ problems are increasing. Note that the ‘flight control system’
factor also had a higher Support Ratio in the analysis.
This trend analysis of the factors in the incident data shows the factors that are identified by
this study as significant accident factors, are also growing over time; and the identified
incident factor, aircraft mechanical problems, are decreasing. This study of incident data also
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showed other conditions accompanying the ATC errors and discussed their further growth as
impacted by future projections of air transportation.

Statistics and trends in the FAA/AIDS data:

FAA/AIDS incidents with 'pilot'
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Statistics and trends in the NASA/ASRS data:
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Statistics and trends on the FAA/OED incidents:

OED traffic complexity factors
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incidents
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Figure 34- FAA/OED incidents
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5. Conclusion

This research used a new methodology to study aircraft accidents. The problem and
background information were presented in Chapter 1. Related work was discussed in
Chapter 2, and the methodology was described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discussed the
analyses conducted on five major aviation safety databases in this study and showed the
results. In this chapter, conclusion of the work, contributions, and future work are
discussed.

5.1 Concluding Notes
This research studied aircraft accidents and incidents pertaining to air carrier (FAR part-121)
flights within the United States, for the period of 1995 through 2004. The study analyzed the
accident reports in the NTSB database in relation to the incident reports in the FAA/AIDS,
Operational Errors in the FAA/OED database, voluntary self-reported errors in the
NASA/ASRS database, and aircraft mechanical failure reports in the FAA/SDRS database.
The analyses identified relationships between accidents and incidents by identifying factorsets which have a statistically significant association with accidents and are contained in the
incidents too. These factor-sets, as identified in this research consistently across multiple
databases, are: (1) pilot factors combined with airport problems and ‘other’ factors, (2) pilot
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factors combined with weather severities, and (3) air traffic control factors. The identified subfactors consistent across databases, are: (1) pilot visual lookout, and (2) air traffic control
communications.
The ‘pilot + airport + other’ combination of factors is contained in 4.3% of the accidents, in
0.6% of the FAA/AIDS incidents, and in 2.6% of the NASA/ASRS incidents. The ‘pilot +
weather’ factors are contained in 6.5% of the accidents, in 2% of the FAA/AIDS incidents,
and in 4.6% of the NASA/ASRS incidents. The pilot ‘visual lookout’ factor is contained in
4.3% of all accidents in the NTSB data and in 0.2% of all incidents in the FAA/AIDS data.
This deviation of the distributions is seen again when comparing pilot-related accidents and
incidents. 13.3% of pilot-related accidents in the NTSB data and 6.4% of self-reported pilot
incidents in the NASA/ASRS data contain the ‘pilot visual lookout’ factor. The analyses
showed this higher association of pilot visual lookout factor with accidents is statistically
significant. The ATC ‘communication’ errors are contained in 4.3% of all accidents in the
NTSB data and 0.3% of all incidents in the FAA/AIDS data. When comparing ATC-related
accidents an incidents, the ATC communication factors are contained in 61.5% of ATCrelated accidents in the NTSB data and in 24.4% of incidents in the FAA/OED data. The
analyses showed this higher association of ATC communication factors with accidents is
statistically significant.
When ranking the results by their Factor Support Ratio13, a measure introduced in the
Methodology section of this paper, ‘company’ factors have the highest Support Ratio,
13

The Support Ratio for a factor-set is calculated as the ratio of percentage of accidents containing the
factor-set over the percentage of incidents containing those factor-set.
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followed by ATC factors and Pilot factors. This indicates the important role of the company
oversight, procedures, and training provided to their employees, pertaining to the safety. The
company failures are contained in 13.6% of the NTSB accidents, in 0.5% of the incidents in
the FAA/AIDS data, and in 10.7% of incidents in the NASA/ASRS data. The analyses
showed the higher association of this factor with accidents is statistically significant. When
ranking the sub-factors in each category, pilot visual lookout has the highest Support ratio,
followed by ATC communications. ATC factors are less frequent in accidents, compared to
‘pilot’ and other factors, but they have a relatively higher potential of leading to accidents.
This could be an indication of the important role of air traffic control operations in safety of
flights and the fact that these errors are harder to correct once they occur.
Ranking of the results in each of the databases also shows that combinations of factors have
higher Support Ratios than individual factors, denoting that factors are more likely to lead to
accidents when more than one combined together. For example, the combination of ‘pilot +
airport + other’ factors with a Support Ratio of 14.3 is about 3.5 times more likely to be in
accidents than the ‘pilot’ factor with a Support Ratio of 3.9.
The analyses identified a statistically significant association between ‘aircraft’ factors and
incidents, when these factors are not combined with other factors. Aircraft factors are
contained in 28.8% of the accidents, 69.4% of the AIDS/FAA incidents and 22.4% of the
NASA/ASRS reports. When combined with other factors however, aircraft factors are
associated with accidents.
A study of trends of the identified factors shows the distribution of these factors over the tenyear period in the study. In general, the incident data shows decreasing trends for ‘pilot’ and
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‘aircraft’ factors, and a growing trend for ‘ATC’ factors and the complexity conditions
impacting them. The FAA/OED data shows operational errors (ATC factors) at Terminals
have grown from 20 per million operations in 1995, to 33 per million operations in 2004, a
growth of over 30% in 10 years. Further study of these factors in the OED data shows
conditions adding to the complexity of the situation at the time of the errors are also rising.
These complexity conditions are: the number of aircraft in airspace at the time of error,
airspace design, runway configuration, and controller experience. The data shows ‘number of
aircraft in airspace’ is the top-most rising among the complexity factors associated with ATC
errors. This complexity factor can be expected to rise even more considering the FAA’s
projection of continuous growth in air transportation for the next ten years (FAA, 2006a). Not
only the number of passengers in air transportation is growing, but also legacy carriers
continue to replace their larger aircraft with smaller planes which results in a bigger number of
aircraft in the airspace. ‘Runway configuration’ and ‘airspace design’ complexity factors will
be impacted by the projected growth, but indirectly. With an increased volume, airports will
have to use runway configurations that allow more arrival/departures. Difficulties with
airspace design, such as limited space to comply with altitude changes when moving an
aircraft from one airspace to the other, will be aggravated with more aircraft in the airspace.
The ‘experience’ complexity condition can be expected to aggravate also. The growth of air
transportation demands a higher staffing level. Many of the controllers fired in early 1980’s14,
as well as those who were not fired, are eligible for retirement now. A wave of retiring air

14

In 1981, over 11,000 controllers went on strike and were fired by President Ronald Reagan. Thousands
were hired between 1982 and 1986 by the FAA to replace them.
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traffic controllers has started. The number of controllers retiring in the past few years has
exceeded the projections (FAA 2006b, 2007 & GAO, 2002). FAA plans to hire over about
1,000 controllers per year for the next 10 years. As a result, current generation of controllers
will be replaced with a new less-experienced population. In addition to retirement, FAA will
lose controllers to transfers, resignations, and other reasons for termination. Table 21 shows
the total estimated number of controllers that will be lost, by loss category, over the next ten
years (FAA, 2007).

Table 21 –FAA’s estimate of air traffic controller losses
Estimated Losses
2007-2016

Category
retirements

7,146

resignation, removal, death

1,982

promotion/transfers

3,648

academy attrition

751

Total

13,527

Considering the projected growth in air transportation, the growing accident factors identified
in this study, and the conditions affecting the factors, unless changes are made to current
conditions, accident rates will increase beyond their current levels.
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5.2 Comparison with related studies
In this section, the results of this research are compared to findings of other studies conducted
on aircraft accidents. A complete comparison of the results is not possible since no similar
holistic analysis has been conducted in the past. Findings of each related study are compared
to related portions of the results in this research.
A study of ATC-related accidents worldwide by the National Aerospace Lab (NLR) in
Netherlands in 2004 (Van Es, 2003), showed top-ten most frequent causal factors in ATMrelated accidents. The top-most frequent factor in their list is low visibility, followed by pilot
positional awareness, ATC communications, and pilot visual lookout. They reported their
trend analysis found no systematic patterns in the accident dataset. This is not surprising. As
discussed earlier in this paper, accident data is not large enough to allow discovery of patterns
in the data. They reported that pilot (or flight crew) is a more important causal factor in ATCrelated accidents than ATC factors. Their conclusion is based on the frequency of factors in
accidents. The study in this research also shows pilot factors are more frequent in accidents in
general, but using the Factor Support Ratio measure, ATC factors are identified as being more
likely to be involved in accidents than the pilot factors. Aside from the ranking, the studies are
similar in that they both identified ATC communications and pilot visual lookout as significant
accident factors. This similarity in the findings suggests that the conclusions in this study
might apply to the aircraft accidents worldwide. A future study of the worldwide data using
the methodology used in this research could verify that. The differences between the results of
the two studies, such as pilot situational awareness in their list, could be due to the fact that the
data in this study did not have the level of details that they had in their data.
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Dimukes (2005) studied 19 pilot-related part-121 accidents in the NTSB database and
considered procedure non-compliance, training, and decision/judgment as main categories of
the ‘pilot’ factors. They concluded that accidents are caused by combination of multiple
factors. These findings are consistent with the results of this study.
Bureau of Air Safety Investigation (BASI, 1996) in Australia studied human factors in
accidents and reported most accidents had more than one contributing factor, 70% of the
accidents involved pilot errors, and the most common pilot factors related to poor judgment
and decision making. These findings agree with the results of this study except for the ranking
of the pilot decision/judgment factor. The results of this study show decision/judgment factor
is the third factor on the ranked list of pilot factors, following the visual lookout and procedure
compliance. This difference could be due to the fact that their data is not limited to air carrier
flights. Inclusion of general aviation in their data could be the reason for making the pilot
decision/judgment factor the top accident factor (assuming that commercial flight pilots have
more extensive training and experience, and are required to mostly operate within the
established procedures).
Majumdar, (2004) studied six categories of ATC-related incidents in New Zealand, Australia,
and U.K. This study analyzed incident data only and identified procedure compliance and
supervision as the top ATC factors contributing to these incidents. The study conducted in this
research shows ATC supervision is the second top accident factor (following the ATC
communications); procedure compliance is a common factor between accidents and incidents
and is not identified as a significant accident factor in the results, implying that it is equally
likely to be involved in accidents and incidents.
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Hansen and Zhang (2004) studied Operational Error (OE) factors to examine the impact of
adverse operating conditions on the OE rates. They identified that operational errors in days
with high rates of OEs, were more likely to include weather and complexity conditions,
denoting that these conditions contribute to the high rate of OEs. They identified the top
complexity conditions as airspace, flow control, and other. In the results of this research,
airspace complexity factor is identified as one of the most frequent conditions contributing to
the occurrence of operational errors.

5.3 Contributions of the research
This research is different from the related work in that it studied aircraft accident data in
relation to the incident data across multiple national aviation safety databases. Such a holistic
study of accident and incident data, across these major databases has not been conducted in
the past. As a result of this study, relationships could be shown between the accidents and
incidents in terms of the factors leading to these events. Among the factors common between
accidents and incidents, the study identified those factors which are more likely to lead to
accidents. The importance of identifying these relationships between accidents and incidents is
that future detection of the identified factors in the incident data, can predict potential future
accidents containing those factors. The factors could be used as targets for corrective actions
by the aviation safety community, specifically the FAA Aviation Safety Oversight (ASO) and
the airlines’ safety offices, with the objective of reducing future accidents.
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The research also introduced a measure (i.e., the Factor Support Ratio) to rank the identified
factors by their potential of being involved in accidents versus incidents. This ranking is
especially important when limited resources are to be spent on high-impact cases first. The
ranking allowed low-frequency but high-risk factors to be identified at the top of the ranked
list. The results obtained by this study were possible because of the methodology used in this
research. These results could not be obtained by traditional methods of studying accidents
because of the small size of accident data. Studying incident databases without relating them
to accidents would not identify the accident factors.
The methodology used in this study proposes a new approach to studying the safety data. It
can be utilized in future studies by the aviation safety community, to identify high-potential
accident factors in the incident data. The taxonomy developed in this study relates the data
across multiple databases. Future studies can use this taxonomy and develop it further when
more data is available. Conducting the study across major national databases, the data in these
databases were examined and their biases were shown. This research and its outcome showed
these databases contain sufficient information for conducting such safety studies.
The findings of this study can serve as safety indicators for measuring and comparing safety
levels in the National Airspace System (NAS). Safety indicators such as these categorical
factors are better measures for assessing and comparing safety levels than accident rates since
they allow for targeted safety actions. Other studies have focused on individual databases or
particular aspects of the safety. It is difficult to compare and relate their findings in the bigger
context of safety. This work provides a common framework for relating and comparing
findings of other safety studies.
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5.4 Future Work
The study conducted in this research is a starting point for further research into the
accident-incident relationships and identification of more detailed accident factors. As a
continuation of this study, the methodology established in this work can be applied to
other safety databases that were not available to this study, such as the Aviation Safety
Action Program (ASAP) and Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA). These
databases offer safety information which could yield to discovery of more detailed
results.
This study and its consequent results pertain to the flights within the United States. The
methodology used in this research can be applied to existing data on worldwide accidents and
incidents. Results of such studies could be used to compare air travel safety in different
regions worldwide. The methodology can also be used to conduct a similar study on the
General Aviation (GA) safety events. Further, the analyses in this study were conducted on the
data fields related to safety factors only. Additional data fields, such as severity of events,
could be included in future studies to see different classifications of the results.
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Appendix A – Supporting Tables

Table 22 – Detailed results for analysis of factors in accidents and FAA/AIDS
incidents
NTSB
accidents

FAA/AIDS
incidents

%NTSB
supp

%AIDS
supp

deviation

Chi
Square

P
value

company

41

12

22.30%

0.5%

21.70%

367.019

<.0001

company, other

26

8

14.10%

0.40%

13.80%

57.912

<.0001

ATC

13

8

7.10%

0.40%

6.70%

86.817

<.0001

8

7

4.30%

0.30%

4.00%

43.821

<.0001

aircraft, other

22

23

12.00%

1.10%

10.90%

108.455

<.0001

weather, other

9

10

4.90%

0.50%

4.40%

42

<.0001

pilot, aircraft

16

19

8.70%

0.90%

7.80%

71.528

<.0001

maintenance, other

17

22

9.20%

1.00%

8.20%

71.152

<.0001

airport, other

11

15

6.00%

0.70%

5.30%

43.856

<.0001

weather

29

46

15.80%

2.10%

13.70%

103.41

<.0001

pilot, airport

12

20

6.50%

0.90%

5.60%

40.103

<.0001

pilot, other

29

48

15.80%

2.20%

13.60%

99.467

<.0001

airport

17

29

9.20%

1.30%

7.90%

55.895

<.0001

aircraft,
maintenance

19

36

10.30%

1.60%

8.70%

56.468

<.0001

pilot, weather

12

33

6.50%

1.50%

5.00%

22.922

<.0001

pilot

75

228

40.80%

10.40%

30.30%

140.223

<.0001

maintenance

27

107

14.70%

4.90%

9.80%

30.48

<.0001

other

83

483

45.10%

22.10%

23.00%

49.565

<.0001

aircraft

53

1519

28.80%

69.40%

-40.60%

125.289

<.0001

Factor-set

pilot, airport, other
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Table 23 – Detailed results for analysis of sub-factors in accidents and FAA/AIDS
incidents
NTSB
accidents

FAA/AIDS
incidents

%AIDS
supp

deviation

Chi
Square

10

5

5.40%

0.20%

4.10%

73.212

<.0001

ATC communication

8

7

4.30%

0.30%

4.00%

43.821

<0.0001

company equipment
furnishing

6

19

3.30%

0.90%

2.40%

9.316

0.0023

pilot proc compliance

11

46

6.00%

2.10%

3.90%

10.872

0.001

pilot
decision/misjudge

14

65

7.60%

3.00%

4.60%

11.34

0.0008

Sub-Factors
pilot visual lookout

%NTSB
supp

p
value

Table 24 – Detailed results for analysis of factors in accidents and NASA/ASRS
incidents
NTSB
accidents

NASA/ASRS
incidents

%NTSB
supp

%ASRS
supp

deviation

company, other

26

1278

14.10%

4.30%

9.90%

42.9

<0.0001

company,
maintenance

20

1277

10.90%

4.30%

6.60%

16.462

<0.0001

other

83

6040

45.10%

20.20%

24.90%

70.112

<0.0001

company

41

3195

22.30%

10.70%

11.60%

25.672

<0.0001

weather

29

2539

15.80%

8.50%

7.30%

12.407

0.0004

pilot

75

16665

40.80%

55.70%

-14.90%

16.522

<0.0001

9

4134

4.90%

13.80%

-8.90%

12.274

0.0005

13

7355

7.10%

24.60%

-17.50%

32.269

<0.0001

Factors

ATC, pilot
ATC
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Chi
Square

p value

Table 25 – Detailed results for analysis of factors in pilot-related accidents and
NASA/ASRS incidents
NTSB
accidents

NASA/ASRS
incidents

%NTSB
supp

%ASRS
supp

pilot

75

16665

100%

100%

pilot, company,
other

10

621

13.3%

3.7%

pilot, weather

12

1375

16.0%

pilot, airport, other

8

775

pilot, aircraft,
company, other

5

pilot, aircraft,
weather

5

Factors

deviation

Chi
Square

p value

-

-

-

9.61%

18.997

<0.0001

8.3%

7.75%

5.9

0.0151

10.7%

4.7%

6.02%

6.061

0.0138

306

6.7%

1.8%

4.83%

9.555

0.002

390

6.7%

2.3%

4.33%

6.066

0.0138

Table 26 – Detailed results for analysis of factors in ATC-related accidents and
NASA/ASRS incidents
NTSB
accidents

NASA/ASRS
incidents

%NTSB
supp

%ASRS
supp

13

7399

100%

ATC, pilot,
airport, company

2

90

ATC, airport,
company

2

ATC, pilot,
airport,
company, other

1

Factors
ATC

deviation

chi
square

p value

100%

-

-

-

15.4%

1.2%

14.2%

21.251

<0.0001

106

15.4%

1.4%

14.0%

17.593

<0.0001

55

7.7%

0.7%

6.9%

8.357

0.0038
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Table 27 – Detailed results for analysis of sub-factors in pilot-related accidents and
NASA/ASRS incidents
NTSB
accidents

NASA/ASRS
incidents

%NTSB
supp

%ASRS
supp

deviation

10

759

13.33%

6.39%

6.95%

5.981

0.0145

turbulence

3

139

4.00%

1.17%

2.83%

5.091

0.024

clearance
compliance

1

8831

1.33%

74.29%

-72.96%

205.342

<0.0001

altitude deviation

1

3470

1.33%

29.19%

-27.86%

28.082

<0.0001

Sub-Factors
visual lookout

Chi
Square

p
value

Table 28 – Detailed results for analysis of sub-factors in ATC-related accidents and
NASA/ASRS incidents
NTSB
accidents

NASA/ASRS
incidents

%NTSB
supp

%ASRS
supp

deviation

atc, company

2

106

15.4%

1.4%

14%

17.593

<0.0001

atc, airport, company,

2

90

15.4%

1.2%

14.2%

21.251

<0.0001

atc, airport, company,
other

1

63

7.7%

0.9%

6.8%

7.094

0.0077

atc, pilot, airport,
company, other

1

55

7.7%

0.7%

8.357

0.0038

Factors

6.9%

Chi
Square

p
value

Table 29 – Detailed results for analysis of sub-factors in accidents and FAA/OED
incidents (at Terminals and Centers)
NTSB
accidents

FAA/OED
incidents

%NTSB
supp

%OED
supp

deviation

communication

8

2562

61.5%

24.4%

supervision

3

490

23.1%

4.7%

Sub-Factors

106

Chi
Square

p
value

37.1%

7.778

0.0053

18.4%

6.151

0.0131

Table 30 – Detailed results for analysis of sub-factors in accidents and FAA/OED
incidents (at Terminals only)
Sub-Factors

NTSB
accidents

FAA/OED
incidents

%NTSB
supp

%OED
supp

deviation

Chi
Square

communication

8

894

61.5%

24.8%

36.7%

9.332

0.0023

supervision

3

228

23.1%

6.3%

16.7%

6.076

0.0137

communication,
airport

2

67

15.4%

1.9%

13.5%

12.659

0.0004

a/c observation,
supervision

1

7

7.7%

0.2%

7.5%

32.989

<0.0001

position relief,
supervision

1

16

7.7%

0.4%

7.2%

14.544

<0.0001

p value

Table 31 – Detailed results for analysis of sub-factors in accidents and FAA/SDRS
Sub-Factors

NTSB
accidents

FAA/SDRS
incidents

%NTSB

%SDRS

deviation

Landing Gear

24

14859

45.3%

17.34%

27.9%

28.8280

<0.0001

Flight Control
System

5

224

9.4%

0.26%

9.2%

167.0000

<0.0001

Compressor
Assembly

4

639

7.5%

0.75%

6.8%

32.9190

<0.0001

Collision
Avoidance
System

1

24

1.9%

0.03%

1.9%

62.7820

<0.0001

Nacelle/Pylon
attachment

1

66

1.9%

0.08%

1.8%

22.2180

<0.0001

Wing

1

128

1.9%

0.15%

1.7%

10.6430

0.0011
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Chi
Square

p value

Table 32 – Cross-database results on ‘Pilot’ factors
database

Factors

Sub-Factors

FAA/AIDS

(pilot, airport, other) Æ accident
(pilot, weather) Æ accident
(pilot, other) Æ accident
(pilot, airport) Æ accident
(pilot, aircraft) Æ accident
(pilot) Æ accident

(pilot visual lookout) Æ accident
(pilot proc compliance) Æ accident
(pilot decision/misjudge) Æ accident

NASA/ASRS

(pilot, aircraft, company, other) Æ accident
(pilot, company, other) Æ accident
(pilot, aircraft, weather) Æ accident
(pilot, airport, other) Æ accident
(pilot, weather) Æ accident

(pilot visual lookout) Æ accident

Table 33 – Cross-database results on ‘ATC’ factors
database

Factors

Sub-Factors

FAA/AIDS

(ATC) Æ accident

NASA/ASRS

(ATC, pilot, airport, company) Æ accident
(ATC, airport, company) Æ accident

FAA/OED

(communication) Æ accident
N/A
(communication, airport) Æ
accident
(communication) Æ accident

N/A
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Table 34 – Cross-database results on ‘Aircraft’ factors
database

Factors

Sub-Factors

FAA/AIDS

(aircraft, other) Æ accident
(aircraft, pilot) Æ accident
(aircraft, maintenance) Æ accident
(aircraft) Æ incident

NASA/ASRS

(aircraft, pilot, company, other) Æaccident
(aircraft) Æ incident

FAA/SDRS

no significant finding

N/A
(flight control system)Æ accident
(Landing Gear) Æ accident

N/A

Table 35 – Cross-database results on other factors
database

Factors

Sub-Factors

FAA/AIDS

(company) Æ accident
(company, other) Æ accident
(weather, other) Æ accidents
(maintenance, other) Æ accident
(airport, other) Æ accident
(weather) Æ accident
(airport) Æ accident
(maintenance) Æ accident

NASA/ASRS

(maintenance, company) Æ accident
(weather) Æ accident
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(equip furnishing) Æ accident

no significant findings

Appendix B – Supporting Graphs

Statistics and trends for the data used in this study (1995-2004) are shown in this section.
The following should be noted regarding the graphs:
1. Some of the graphs show data beyond 2004 for databases for which data was
available. The data beyond 2004 was not used in the analyses since it was not
available for all databases.
2. Data for the FAA/OED and FAA/SDRS databases might not be complete for the
year 2004, since they ware obtained at the end of year 2004. For that reason, data
points for 2004 are omitted from the graphs showing trends for factors in these
databases.
3. The counts and rates are calculated after the data has been filtered by the criteria
used in this research, as shown below (also described in the ‘Data Selection’
section):
a. Part-121 (commercial) flights
b. passenger and cabin-crew related problems (e.g., passengers injured due to
hot coffee spilling on them)
c. medical, suicidal, and alcohol related events (e.g., loss of control of the
aircraft due to pilot’s heart attack)
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d. terrorism and security events (e.g., emergency landing due to bomb threat)
e.

bird/animal strike (e.g., engine fire due to birds being sucked into the
engine)

f. events during the phases when the aircraft is not operating (e.g., parked, or
preflight phases)
g. accidents and incidents in the Alaska region
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Accident counts and rates for the NTSB accidents:

The following graphs show statistics about part-121 accidents. Figures 37 and 38 show
the statistics for accidents that meet the filtering criteria in this study. These graphs show
the data from 1995 through 2006. Accidents after 2004 were not studied in this research
since corresponding incident data was not available at the time of the study. Figures 39
and 40 show the statistics published by the NTSB for all types of flights. The 2006 data is
preliminary in all four graphs.
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Figure 38 – Rates of part-121
accidents with filtering criteria
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Figure 40- Part-121 fatal accidents
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Statistics and trends on the FAA/AIDS incidents:

ATC factor in FAA/AIDS incident reports
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Figure 43 – FAA incidents containing
ATC factor
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Statistics and trends in the NASA/ASRS incidents:

Figure 45 – Incidents in the
NASA/ASRS data

Figure 47 – ATC primary factors in
NASA/ASRS incidents
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Figure 46 – pilot primary factors in
NASA/ASRS incidents
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Statistics and trends on the FAA/OED incidents:

Coordination factor in OED incidents at
Terminals
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Figure 55 – Traffic complexity factors
in ATC incidents
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Statistics and trends on the FAA/SDRS incidents:

Aircraft flight control system problems
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Figure 61 – FAA/SDRS reports
containing problems with the flight
control system
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Appendix C – Acronyms

AIDS

FAA Accident/Incident Data System

ARTCC

Air Route Traffic Control Center

ASAP

Aviation Safety Action Program

ASIAS

Aviation Safety Information and Sharing

ASMM

Aviation System Monitoring and Modeling

ASRS

Aviation Safety Reporting System

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATM

Air Traffic Management

BTS

Bureau of Transportation Statistics

CFIT

Controlled Flight Into Terrain

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

FOQA

Flight Operations Quality Assurance

GA

General Aviation

HFACS

Human Factors Analysis and Classification System

IFR

Instrument Flight Rules

IMC

Instrument Meteorological Condition

MAC

Mid-Air Collision
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NAE

National Academy of Engineering

NAIMS

National Airspace Incidents Monitoring System

NAS

National Air Space

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NASDAC

National Aviation Safety Data Analysis Center

NMAC

Near Mid-Air Collision

OE

Operational Error

OED

Operational Error and Deviation

OPSNET

Operations Network database

RI

Runway Incursion

TCAS

Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance system

VFR

Visual Flight Rules

VMC

Visual Meteorological Condition

VPD

Vehicle and Pedestrian Deviation
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Appendix D – Definitions

Accident

A hazardous event causing injury, fatality, and/or damage to the aircraft.
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) defines an aircraft accident
as an occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft in which any
person suffers death or serious injury, or in which the aircraft receives
substantial damage.

Accident Support
Percentage of accidents that contain a factor-set
Deviation

Deviation is calculated as the incident support subtracted from the
accident support; a factor-set with a positive deviation has a higher
percentage in accidents. A negative deviation shows a higher percentage
in the incidents.

Incident Support
Percentage of incidents that contain a factor-set
OE

A fundamental principle of aviation safety is maintaining a safe distance
between the flying aircraft as well as between the aircraft and terrain,
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obstructions, and airspace that is not designated for routine air travel.
There are rules and procedures for maintaining this safe distance. Air
traffic controllers employ these separation rules and procedures that define
safe separation in the air and on the ground. An air traffic control
operational error, or OE, occurs when these rules and procedures are not
followed due to equipment or human errors.
ARTCC

Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs), usually referred to as ‘Centers’,
provide Air Traffic Service to aircraft within the controlled airspace, and
principally during the en route phase of flight. There are 21 Air Route Traffic
Control Centers (ARTCCs) in the United States. Any aircraft operating under
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) within the confines of an ARTCC's airspace is
controlled by air traffic controllers at that Center.15

Center

See the definition for ARTCC.

Factor

An event, error, or condition that precedes and leads to an accident or incident.

Factor-set

One or more factors present together in an accident or incident.

Incident

A hazardous event that is not an accident, that is, an event in which no injury
or damage occurs, but with addition of one or more factors could have resulted
in harm. National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) defines an aircraft
incident as an occurrence other than an accident, associated with the operation
of an aircraft, which affects or could affect the safety of operations.
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Runway Incursion
Any occurrence in the airport runway environment involving an aircraft,
vehicle, person, or object on the ground that creates a collision hazard or
results in a loss of required separation with an aircraft taking off, intending to
take off, landing, or intending to land.16
Support Ratio Ratio of probability of a factor given an accident over probability of that factor
given an incident. This ratio denotes likelihood of a factor being involved in an
accident versus in an incident.
Tower

Towers control the air traffic at an airport and in its vicinity. They issue
departure clearances, give instructions on aircraft push back from the gate
and appropriate taxiways to take toward the takeoff runway, and issue
takeoff clearances. Shortly after takeoff, the pilot is instructed to contact
the TRACON.

TRACON

A TRACON (Terminal Radar Approach Control) is an FAA air traffic
control facility using radar and air/ground communications to direct
aircraft arriving, departing, or transiting the airspace controlled by the
facility. TRACONs provide service to both civil and military airports.

15

NASA Air Traffic Management System website,
http://quest.arc.nasa.gov/projects/aero/virtualskies/ATM/tutorial/tutorial8.html
16
FAA website, http://www.faa.gov/runwaysafety/
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Appendix E – Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery

Data Mining is an algorithmic search for information within large amounts of data. Data
mining is a data-driven process; however it does not eliminate the need for the subject-matter
expert. The expert is needed in order to evaluate and interpret the findings in a particular
context. Data mining involves both machine learning and statistics, and relies on other
technologies as well (data warehousing, visualization, etc.). Typically data mining techniques
are employed to perform classification (predicting a category for an entity), clustering
(grouping entities with similar characteristics), association discovery (finding observations
that occur together frequently), anomaly detection (identifying unusual observations), and
similarity or contrast analysis.
It is important to understand the following terms as they are used in data mining:

Data – A recorded set of facts, collected by human, sensors, programs, etc.
Information – Interpreted selection of facts or symbols
Knowledge - Organized and actionable information in a particular context
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With these definitions, data mining can be thought of as the process of extracting
information from data and transforming it into actionable knowledge:

data Æ information Æ knowledge

For example, in the context of aviation safety, mining of the incident reports (the data),
might find that communication errors are associated with aircraft accidents. This
relationship between communication errors and accidents is the information obtained by
the mining process. This information is then examined further and the final findings are
interpreted with the help of the domain knowledge, in the context of the problem being
analyzed. This final interpretation is the knowledge.
As shown in Figure 62, data mining is one of the steps in the bigger process of
knowledge discovery.

Figure 62 – Knowledge discovery and data mining steps17

17

Picture obtained from (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, & Smyth, 1996)
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The Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD) process begins with selection of the
data to be analyzed. This data needs to be preprocessed (normalized, reformatted, etc.),
and transformed into a format required for the mining process. The selected data mining
technique is then applied to the prepared data, and the results are interpreted. Several
iterations of one or more of the steps shown in Figure 62 might be necessary before
desired results are achieved.
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Appendix F – Aviation Concepts and Operations

A typical flight consists of seven phases (Figure 63). Each phase is monitored by
controllers at an air traffic control facility. Each of these controllers follows specific rules
and procedures while directing flights through designated airways.

Departure

Taxi out

Cruise

Descend
Approach/
Landing

Takeoff

Taxi in

Figure 63 – Different phases of flight

The following information, obtained from NASA tutorials (NASA, 2007) and FAA
publications (FAA, website-a) websites, describe different air traffic facilities and their
function in the flight operations (depicted in Figure 64).
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Towers - Towers control the air traffic at an airport and in its vicinity. They issue
departure clearances, give instructions on aircraft push back from the gate and
appropriate taxiways to take toward the takeoff runway, and issue takeoff clearances.
Shortly after takeoff, the pilot is instructed to contact the TRACON.

Terminal Radar Approach Controls (TRACONs) – TRACONS are
facilities containing radar operations from which air traffic controllers direct aircraft
during the departure, descent and approach phases of flight. TRACONs route the aircraft
away from the airport and clear them to a new altitude. After departure, the aircraft (now
moving into the en route phase of flight) is handed off to a Center.

Figure 64 – Depiction of flights in controlled airspace18

18

Picture obtained from the NASA website
http://quest.arc.nasa.gov/projects/aero/virtualskies/ATM/tutorial/tutorial8.html
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Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs) – ARTCCs are usually
referred to as ‘Centers’, provide Air Traffic Service to aircraft within the controlled
airspace, and principally during the en route phase of flight. There are 21 Air Route
Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs) in the United States (see Figure 65). Any aircraft
operating under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) within the confines of an ARTCC's
airspace is controlled by air traffic controllers at that Center. When an aircraft is moving
into its en route phase of flight, it is handed off to a Center controller who monitors the
flight and gives instructions to the pilot in order to maintain the aircraft’s separation from
other aircraft. A flight path might go through more than one Center’s space. Once the
aircraft is close to its destination airport, it begins its descent phase (going from its
cruising flight level to a lower altitude) and is handed off to a TRACON for approach
phase of flight and then to a tower for landing.

Figure 65 – Air Route Traffic Control Centers in NAS
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Air space classes
Navigable airspace is divided into classes of three-dimensional segments (Figure 66).
The classification specified by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),
defines the classes in terms of flight rules and interaction between aircraft and air traffic
control. Each class is defined in terms of flight rules, air traffic control services, and
pilot/equipment requirements. The following are definitions of different airspace classes,
obtained from the FAA website (FAA, website-a):

Figure 66 – NAS Airspace Classes19

Class A: airspace from 18,000 feet MSL (Mean Sea Level) up to and including FL 600
(60,000 feet), including the airspace overlying the waters within 12 nautical

19

Picture obtained from FAA website http://www.faa.gov/ATPUBS/AIM/Chap3/aim0302.html#3-2-1
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miles of the coast of the coast of the 48 contiguous States and Alaska. All
aircraft flying in Class A must operate under IFR.
Class B: airspace from the surface to 10,000 feet MSL (Mean Sea Level) surrounding the
nation's busiest airports. Aircraft within Class B are required to operate with
current IFR procedures. An ATC clearance is required for VFR operations
prior to operating within Class B; VFR pilots are provided sequencing and
separation from other aircraft.
Class C: airspace from the surface to 4,000 feet above the airport elevation surrounding
towered airports serviced by a radar approach control. A two-way radio and a
radar beacon transponder are required for aircraft flying within Class C.
separation is provided within Class C airspace after radio and radar contact are
established. VFR aircraft are separated from IFR aircraft by visual separation.
Class D: airspace from the surface to 2,500 feet above the airport elevation surrounding
airports that have a control tower. Except for an operable two-way radio, no
specific equipment or certification are required for flying in Class D. No
separation services are provided to VFR aircraft in Class D.
Class E: controlled airspace that is not Class A, Class B, Class C, or Class D. Except for
18,000 feet MSL, Class E airspace has no defined vertical limit. No specific
pilot certification or equipment is required for flying in Class E airspace and no
separation services are provided to VFR aircraft.
Class G: the portion of airspace that has not been designated as Class A, Class B, Class
C, Class D, or Class E airspace. Class G is a small layer of uncontrolled
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airspace near the ground and in remote regions.
ICAO also defines a Class F, which is not used by the U.S.

FAA Regions
Federal Aviation Administration leads a nation-wide organization through the
headquarters office in Washington, D.C., nine regional offices located across the country,
and the Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center in Oklahoma City (Figure 67).

Figure 67 – FAA Regions20

20

Picture obtained from the FAA website
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/arc/
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Appendix G – Part-121 Aircraft Accidents (1995-2004)

The part-121 accidents studied in this research are indicated in the following tables,
grouped by their year of occurrence.
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Table 36 – Part-121 accidents studied in this research (2004)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

Fatality

1

12/29/2004 DFW05LA047

aircraft mechanical problem (failure of an air conditioning
pack), emergency landing; serious injuries

-

2

12/20/2004 NYC05LA038

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to the
aircraft.

-

3

11/30/2004 NYC05LA025

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to the
aircraft.

-

4

10/27/2004 NYC05LA013

on-ground collision with object; minor injuries, substantial
damage to the aircraft.

-

5

10/25/2004 DFW05LA010 propeller contact to person; serious injuries

6

10/19/2004 DCA05MA004

7

9/19/2004

DCA04MA082 hard landing; substantial damage to the aircraft.

-

8

9/13/2004

LAX04LA318

vortex turbulence encountered; serious injuries

-

9

8/30/2004

FTW04LA225

failure to maintain aircraft control, hard landing;
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

10

8/19/2004

LAX04IA302

near collision between aircraft

-

11

8/13/2004

DCA04MA068

loss of engine power, forced landing, on-ground encounter
with terrain; fatality, aircraft was destroyed.

1

12

7/15/2004

CHI04LA196

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injury.

-

13

6/11/2004

FTW04IA160

aircraft mechanical problem (loss of pressure in nose
wheel steering manifold); minor injuries, damage to the
aircraft

-

14

4/1/2004

NYC04LA099

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

15

3/15/2004

CHI04LA086

on-ground encounter with terrain, nose gear collapsed;
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

16

2/24/2004

CHI04LA077

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

aircraft struck the trees and crashed short of runway; fatal,
aircraft destroyed

13

Table 37 - Part-121 accidents studied in this research (2003)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

1

12/18/2003

DCA04MA011

hard landing, main gear collapsed; minor injuries,
aircraft destroyed

-

2

12/14/2003

ATL04LA053

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to

-
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Fatality

the aircraft
3

10/16/2003

MIA04LA004

aircraft mechanical problem, on-ground loss of
control; serious injuries

-

4

10/7/2003

LAX04LA007

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

5

9/27/2003

NYC03LA208

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

6

9/2/2003

NYC03FA186

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

7

8/16/2003

NYC03LA177

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

8

8/1/2003

ATL03LA124

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

9

7/17/2003

CHI03LA237

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

10

6/24/2003

NYC03LA135

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

11

6/12/2003

LAX03LA193

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

12

6/2/2003

DEN03LA096

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

13

6/2/2003

DEN03LA094

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

14

5/24/2003

FTW03MA160

in-flight loss of control, on-ground collision with
object; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

15

5/21/2003

NYC03LA114

collision between aircraft (not midair); minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

16

5/20/2003

LAX03LA167

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

17

4/22/2003

DEN03FA070

on-ground loss of control, on-ground collision with
object; minor injuries, substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

18

4/16/2003

FTW03LA132

aircraft mechanical problem, smoke in the cabin while
taxiing; serious injuries

-

19

3/26/2003

NYC03FA067

aircraft mechanical problem; serious injuries, minor
damage to the aircraft

-

20

3/8/2003

ATL03LA056

aircraft mechanical problem, gear collapsed;
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

21

3/1/2003

ATL03LA051

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

22

2/25/2003

MIA03LA067

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

23

1/8/2003

DCA03MA022

loss of control, in-flight collision with terrain; fatality,
aircraft destroyed

24

1/6/2003

NYC03FA035

overrun, on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft
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Table 38 - Part-121 accidents studied in this research (2002)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

1

11/6/2002

ATL03LA014

in-flight encounter with weather

-

2

10/24/2002

CHI03FA014

on-ground collision with object; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

3

9/22/2002

CHI02FA289

gear collapsed; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

4

9/9/2002

NYC02LA187

dragged wing, float or tail/skid; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

5

8/28/2002

LAX02FA266

on-ground loss of control, encounter with terrain, nose
gear collapsed; serious injuries, substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

6

7/26/2002

DCA02MA054

in-flight collision with object, collision with terrain;
serious injuries, aircraft destroyed

-

7

7/2/2002

FTW02LA199

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

8

6/16/2002

CHI02LA170

hard landing; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

9

6/3/2002

CHI02FA148

gear collapsed; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

10

6/2/2002

ATL02FA113

gear collapsed; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

11

5/29/2002

ATL02LA111

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

12

5/11/2002

CHI02LA128

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

13

4/15/2002

LAX02LA138

in-flight encounter with weather; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

14

4/5/2002

ATL02LA075

aircraft mechanical problem (in-flight separation of
APU inspection door); substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

15

3/31/2002

MIA02FA075

aircraft mechanical problem, forced landing; serious
injuries, minor damage to the aircraft

-

16

1/20/2002

NYC02LA056

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

17

1/2/2002

ATL02LA029

on-ground collision with object; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-
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Table 39 - Part-121 accidents studied in this research (2001)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

Fatality
265

1

11/12/2001

DCA02MA001

abrupt maneuver, in-flight loss of control, collision
with terrain; fatality, aircraft destroyed

2

10/16/2001

NYC02LA013

in-flight loss of control, hard landing; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

3

10/3/2001

FTW02FA003

aircraft mechanical problem, gear collapsed;
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

4

9/23/2001

CHI01LA331

aircraft rolled forward when disconnected from the
tow; serious injuries

-

5

8/30/2001

IAD01LA102

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

6

8/25/2001

CHI01FA292

on-ground loss of control, encounter with terrain;
minor injuries, substantial damage to the aircraft

-

7

8/16/2001

FTW01IA183A

near collision between aircraft; minor injuries

-

8

8/5/2001

DCA01MA056

propeller contact to person; fatality

1

9

7/25/2001

CHI01LA245

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

10

7/11/2001

LAX01LA307

abrupt maneuver; serious injuries

-

11

5/23/2001

FTW01FA127

aircraft mechanical problem, gear collapse;
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

12

4/17/2001

ATL01LA049

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

13

4/9/2001

NYC01LA094B

collision between aircraft (not midair); substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

14

3/23/2001

ATL01LA041

jet blast/exhaustion; serious injuries

-

15

3/17/2001

CHI01FA104

loss of control, in-flight collision with terrain,
overrun; minor injuries, substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

16

3/6/2001

SEA01FA059

aircraft mechanical problem, fire; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

17

2/10/2001

CHI01FA084

wheels up landing; minor injuries, substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

18

2/3/2001

NYC01LA075B

collision between aircraft (not midair); substantial
damage to the aircraft

-
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Table 40 - Part-121 accidents studied in this research (2000)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

1

12/29/2000

IAD01FA021

overrun; minor injuries, substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

2

12/27/2000

NYC01FA062

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

3

12/27/2000

NYC01LA076

encounter with jet blast/suction; serious injuries

-

4

11/29/2000

DCA01MA005

aircraft mechanical problem, fire; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

5

11/20/2000

MIA01FA029

Excessive cabin pressure level after landing led
to ejection of a flight attendant; fatality

1

6

10/23/2000

NYC01LA023B

collision between aircraft (not midair);
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

7

10/17/2000

LAX01FA018B

midair collision; substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

8

9/15/2000

NYC00LA267

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

9

9/10/2000

CHI00LA296

aircraft mechanical problem (wheel and tire
assembly failed); substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

10

8/16/2000

CHI00FA244

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

11

8/8/2000

DCA00MA079

aircraft mechanical problem, fire; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

12

7/2/2000

MIA00LA206

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

13

6/14/2000

LAX00FA229

hard landing; minor injuries, substantial damage
to the aircraft

-

14

6/12/2000

LAX00LA223

engine cowling separated and struck horizontal
stabilizer; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

15

5/24/2000

SEA00LA094A

encounter jet blast/exhaust; substantial damage
to the aircraft

-

16

5/9/2000

LAX00LA192

hard landing; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

17

4/25/2000

NYC00FA122

loss of engine power; substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

18

3/20/2000

DEN00FA063

gear retraction on ground; substantial damage to
the aircraft

-

19

3/18/2000

MIA00LA115

on-ground collision with object; serious injuries,
damage to aircraft

-

20

3/5/2000

DCA00MA030

overrun, on-ground collision with object; minor
injuries, aircraft destroyed

-

21

3/1/2000

NYC00LA086

on-ground collision with object; substantial

-
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damage to the aircraft
22

2/19/2000

SEA00LA046

loss of two engine cowlings; substantial damage
to the aircraft

-

23

2/16/2000

DCA00MA026

aircraft mechanical problem (disconnection of
right elevator control), in-flight loss of control,
collision with terrain; fatality, aircraft destroyed

3

24

2/3/2000

NYC00LA097

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-

25

1/31/2000

DCA00MA023

aircraft mechanical problem (failure of
horizontal stabilizer), in-flight loss of control,
collision with terrain; fatality, aircraft destroyed

88

Table 41 - Part-121 accidents studied in this research (1999)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

1

12/17/1999

CHI00LA047

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

2

11/27/1999

NYC00LA040

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

3

10/15/1999

LAX00LA015

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

4

10/5/1999

NYC00LA005

aircraft mechanical problem (landing gear);
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

5

9/12/1999

LAX99LA302

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

6

8/7/1999

MIA99LA220

aircraft mechanical problem (flap separation);
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

7

7/24/1999

LAX99LA322

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

8

7/15/1999

NYC99LA177

hard landing; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

9

6/29/1999

CHI99IA204

on-ground collision with object; minor injuries

-

10

6/2/1999

LAX99FA207

hard landing; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

11

6/1/1999

DCA99MA060

loss of control on ground, overrun, collision with
object; fatality, aircraft destroyed

12

5/28/1999

NYC99LA127

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

13

5/8/1999

NYC99FA110

overrun, on-ground collision with object; serious
injuries, substantial damage to the aircraft

-

14

2/8/1999

ATL99LA049

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries

-
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11

Table 42 - Part-121 accidents studied in this research (1998)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

Fatality

1

12/21/1998

DEN99LA027

on-ground encouter with terrain, collision with
object; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

2

12/17/1998

CHI99LA055

loss of control, on-ground collision with object;
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

3

11/11/1998

SEA99LA014

experienced tail strike while landing (due to
incorrect weight figure entered into FMS);
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

4

11/1/1998

DCA99MA007

aircraft mechanical problem, loss of control, onground collision with object; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

5

10/11/1998

NYC99LA023

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

6

10/7/1998

MIA99FA005

loss of engine power; substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

7

9/27/1998

NYC98LA193

in-flight encounter with weather; serious injuries,
minor damage to the aircraft

-

8

9/24/1998

ATL98LA129

loss of engine power; substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

9

9/17/1998

CHI98LA351

vortex turbulence encountered; serious injuries

-

10

9/2/1998

NYC98LA177

on-ground collision with object

-

11

8/31/1998

DCA98MA084

loss of engine power, forced landing, gear
collapsed; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

12

8/19/1998

FTW98FA364

aircraft mechanical problem; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

13

8/8/1998

FTW98LA351

on-ground collision with object; serious injuries

-

14

6/17/1998

FTW98FA273

on-ground collision with object; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

15

4/4/1998

MIA98LA124

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

16

3/11/1998

FTW98LA149

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

17

2/26/1998

MIA98FA089

in-flight encounter with weather, loss of control,
nose gear collapse; substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

18

2/9/1998

DCA98MA023

uncontrolled altitude deviation, undershoot, inflight collision with terrain; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

19

1/21/1998

NYC98FA062

aircraft mechanical problem, fire; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

20

1/6/1998

IAD98LA021

on-ground collision with object; serious injuries,
minor damage to aircraft

-
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Table 43 - Part-121 accidents studied in this research (1997)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

1

12/23/1997

NYC98LA050

on-ground encounter with terrain; substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

2

11/25/1997

SEA98LA016

gear collapsed, hard landing; substantial damage
to the aircraft

-

3

11/7/1997

MIA98FA025

gear collapsed; substantial damage to the aircraft

-

4

10/15/1997

NYC98LA013

on-ground collision with object; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

5

10/1/1997

FTW98FA001

on-ground collision with object; serious injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

6

9/1/1997

SEA97FA202

nose gear collapsed; minor injuries, substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

7

8/7/1997

DCA97MA059

in-flight loss of control, collision with terrain;
fatality, aircraft destroyed

5

8

7/31/1997

DCA97MA055

main gear collapsed, hard landing; minor
injuries, aircraft destroyed

-

9

7/6/1997

FTW97FA255

main gear collapsed; minor injuries, substantial
damage to the aircraft

-

10

6/26/1997

NYC97LA129

aircraft mechanical problem (elevator dropped to
the galley level); serious injuries

-

11

4/28/1997

CHI97IA117

loss of engine power, fire; minor injuries,
damage to aircraft

-

12

4/18/1997

LAX97FA164

near collision between aircraft; serious injuries

-

13

4/6/1997

SEA97LA085

mechanical (aft cargo door opened on takeoff);
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

14

3/27/1997

NYC97LA064

aircraft struck company ground crew during
pushback; fatality

1

15

3/14/1997

CHI97FA083

loss of engine power; substantial damage to the
aircraft

-

16

3/5/1997

IAD97FA052

on-ground loss of control; minor injuries,
substantial damage to the aircraft

-

17

1/7/1997

FTW97LA081

on-ground encounter with terrain; minor injuries,
substantial damage to aircraft

-
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Table 44 - Part-121 accidents studied in this research (1996)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

1

12/22/1996

LAX97LA073

aircraft injured ramp agent during pushback;
serious injuries

-

2

11/18/1996

CHI97FA030

aircraft mechanical failure; serious injuries

-

3

10/28/1996

NYC97LA009

wheels up landing; serious injuries, minor
damage to aircraft

-

4

10/19/1996

NYC97MA005

in-flight collision with object; minor injures,
substantial damage to aircraft

-

5

9/5/1996

DCA96MA079

fire, forced landing; minor injuries, aircraft
destroyed

-

6

8/25/1996

NYC96FA174

aircraft tail struck the runway during landing;
substantial damage to aircraft

-

7

7/17/1996

DCA96MA070

crash due to aircraft mechanical problem
(explosion of fuel tank); fatality, aircraft
destroyed

8

7/6/1996

DCA96MA068

loss of engine power, mechanical problem; fatal,
substantial damage to aircraft

2

9

7/1/1996

FTW96FA282

loss of engine power, mechanical problem;
substantial damage to aircraft

-

10

6/6/1996

LAX96LA222B

collision between aircraft (not midair); minor
injuries, substantial damage to aircraft

-

11

6/5/1996

FTW96IA237

in-flight encounter with weather, hard landing;
minor injuries, damage to aircraft

-

12

5/11/1996

DCA96MA054

loss of control, in-flight collision with terrain;
fatality, aircraft destroyed
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13

3/27/1996

MIA96LA107

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to aircraft

-

14

3/20/1996

MIA96LA108

loss of engine power; substantial damage to
aircraft

-

15

2/19/1996

FTW96FA118

wheels up landing; minor injuries, substantial
damage to aircraft

-

16

2/4/1996

FTW96LA111

hard landing; minor injuries, substantial damage
to aircraft

-

17

2/1/1996

ATL96FA043

aircraft mechanical failure (landing gear);
substantial damage to aircraft

-

18

1/7/1996

MIA96FA059

loss of control, in flight collision with terrain;
minor injuries, substantial damage to aircraft

-
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230

Table 45 - Part-121 accidents studied in this research (1995)
Date

NTSB ID

Description

1

12/20/1995

DCA96MA029

loss of control, on-ground collision with object;
serious injuries, substantial damage to aircraft

-

2

11/12/1995

DCA96MA008

undershoot, loss of directional control during
aborted takeoff; minor injuries, substantial
damage to aircraft

-

3

10/23/1995

MIA96FA013

loss of engine power, mechanical failure;
substantial damage to aircraft

-

4

9/6/1995

MIA95LA218

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to aircraft

-

5

8/5/1995

MIA95LA196

on-ground collision with object; substantial
damage to aircraft

-

6

8/3/1995

SEA95FA170

loss of control, on-ground collision with object;
substantial damage to aircraft

-

7

7/28/1995

FTW95FA319A

collision between aircraft (not midair); minor
injuries, aircraft substantially damaged

-

8

6/8/1995

ATL95MA106

loss of engine power, fire; serious injuries,
substantial damage to aircraft

-

9

6/3/1995

CHI95LA170

on ground collision with object; aircraft
substantially damaged

-

10

5/24/1995

MIA95LA135

on ground collision with object; aircraft
substantially damaged

-

11

4/13/1995

FTW95LA170

hard landing; aircraft substantially damaged

-

12

4/2/1995

NYC95LA083

engine fire while taxiing; serious injuries

-

13

3/12/1995

MIA95LA086B

collision between aircraft (not midair); aircraft
substantially damaged

-

14

2/27/1995

FTW95IA126B

near collision between aircraft

-

15

1/10/1995

ATL95LA038

on ground collision with object; aircraft
substantially damaged

-
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Appendix H - Part-121 Aircraft Accidents (2005-2007)

The following table includes part-121 accidents after 2004. This data is obtained form the
NTSB website, http://www.ntsb.gov/ntsb/query.asp#query_start, running a query with the
following filters:
Date range: 1/1/2005 - 9/30/2007
Country: United States
Investigation Type: Accident
Category: Airplane
Operation: Part-121: Air Carrier

Table 46 – Part-121 accidents in the U.S. (2005-2007)
Event
Date

Location

Event
Type of Air Carrier Operation
Severity and Carrier Name (Doing Business As)

Make / Model

8/7/2007

Knox, IN

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier TRANS
Embraer EMB-145LR Nonfatal STATES AIRLINES INC (D.B.A. United
Express)

7/12/2007

Atlanta, GA

Boeing 777-232

Nonfatal

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Delta Air
Lines, Inc.

7/10/2007

Tunica, MS

Boeing 737-232

Fatal(1)

NSCH Part 121: Air Carrier Sky King,
Inc. (D.B.A. Sky King, Inc.)

6/27/2007

Chicago, IL

Boeing 777-222

Nonfatal

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier UNITED AIR
LINES INC

6/27/2007

Chicago, IL

McDonnell Douglas
MD 83

Nonfatal

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier AMERICAN
AIRLINES INC
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6/20/2007

Laramie, WY

Beech 1900D

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Great Lakes
Nonfatal Aviation, Inc. (D.B.A. Great lakes
Airlines)

6/3/2007

Denver, CO

Boeing 757-251

Nonfatal

5/18/2007

Syracuse, NY

Douglas DC-9-31

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC

4/28/2007

San Juan, PR

Aerospatiale ATR 72- Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Executive
212
Airlines (D.B.A. American Eagle)

4/25/2007

La Plata, MD

Boeing 737-300

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO

4/24/2007

Burbank, CA

Boeing 757-24APF

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier United Parcel
Service

4/12/2007

Traverse City,
MI

Bombardier CL-6002B19

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier PINNACLE
AIR INC (D.B.A. Northwest Airlink)

4/12/2007

Los Angeles,
CA

Boeing 757-200

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier UNITED
AIRLINES

4/7/2007

Lake Michigan, Canadair CL-600MI
2B19

3/29/2007

Sanford, FL

McDonnell Douglas
DC-9-83 (MD-83)

3/15/2007

Chicago, IL

Boeing 767-300

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier United
Airlines

2/23/2007

Chicago, IL

Boeing 777

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier American
Airlines Inc

Embraer ERJ-170

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Shuttle
America (D.B.A. Delta Connection)

Boeing 737-7H4

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO

Boeing 737-3A4

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO

Boeing 747-228F

Nonfatal NSCH Part 121: Air Carrier (D.B.A.
Southern Air)

Boeing 717-200

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier AirTran

2/18/2007

Cleveland, OH

12/26/2006 San Diego, CA
12/26/2006 San Diego, CA
12/23/2006 Anchorage, AK
11/10/2006 Memphis, TN

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Mesa
Airlines, Inc. (D.B.A. United Express)
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Nonfatal

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Allegiant Air

Airways, Inc
11/7/2006

Chicago, IL

Airbus A-320-232

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier UNITED
AIRLINES INC (D.B.A. United Airlines)

11/7/2006

Chicago, IL

Boeing 737-322

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier UNITED
AIRLINES INC (D.B.A. United Airlines)

Boeing 717-200

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Midwest
Airlines, Inc.

Boeing 717-200

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Midwest
Airlines, Inc.

Denver, CO

McDonnell Douglas
MD-90-30

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Delta Air
Lines, Inc.

Hastings, NE

Boeing 737-700

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO

Embraer EMB-170

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Shuttle
America

Boeing B757-232

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier DELTA AIR
LINES INC

11/7/2006
11/7/2006
10/11/2006

9/16/2006
9/8/2006

Milwaukee, WI
Milwaukee, WI

New York, NY

9/5/2006

San Juan, PR

8/27/2006

Lexington, KY Bombardier, Inc.
CRJ-100

Fatal(49) SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier COMAIR
INC

7/28/2006

Memphis, TN

Boeing MD-10-10F

Nonfatal NSCH Part 121: Air Carrier FEDERAL
EXPRESS CORP

7/27/2006

Pittsburgh, PA

Boeing 737-300

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier US
AIRWAYS INC (D.B.A. US Airways)

7/24/2006

Newark, NJ

Embraer EMB-135LR Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier American
Eagle Airlines Inc

7/7/2006

Masonville, CO

Airbus A319-131

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier United
Airlines

6/20/2006

Chicago, IL

McDonnell Douglas
DC-9-83

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier American
Airlines

6/17/2006

Dulles, VA

Boeing 767-300

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier UNITED AIR
LINES INC

Boeing 737-300

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier AMERICAN
TRANS AIR INC

6/8/2006

New York, NY
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Nonfatal

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Shuttle
America Airlines (D.B.A. United Express)

5/30/2006

Dulles, VA

Embraer EMB-170

5/13/2006

Winchester,
VA

Embraer 145LR

5/12/2006

Boston, MA

Embraer EMB-145LR

4/30/2006

Las Vegas, NV Bombardier, Inc. CL- Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Mesa
600-2D24
Airlines, Inc.

4/25/2006

DFW Int'l Apt,
Boeing 777-233ER
TX

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier (D.B.A.
American Airlines)

4/15/2006

Front Royal,
VA

Bombardier, Inc.
CL600-2B19

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier ATLANTIC
SOUTHEAST AIRLINES INC

4/4/2006

Memphis, TN

Boeing MD-10-10

Nonfatal NSCH Part 121: Air Carrier FEDERAL
EXPRESS CORP

3/15/2006

Omaha, NE

Boeing 757-222

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier United Air
Lines Inc.

3/13/2006

Alpena, MI

Saab-Scania AB
(Saab) 340B

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Mesaba
Aviation Inc. (D.B.A. Northwest Airlink)

2/25/2006

Boston, MA

Boeing 757-232

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Delta Air
Lines Inc.

2/7/2006

Philadelphia,
PA

Douglas DC-8

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier UNITED
PARCEL SERVICE CO

1/16/2006

El Paso, TX

Boeing 737-500

Fatal(1)

Seattle, WA

McDonnell Douglas
MD-83

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Alaska
Airlines Inc.

Miami, FL

Grumman G-73T

Memphis, TN

Boeing 727-2S2F

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Federal
Express Corp.

Chicago, IL

Boeing 737-700

Fatal(1)

12/26/2005

12/19/2005

12/14/2005

12/8/2005

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier American
Eagle Airlines, Inc
Nonfatal

Fatal(20)
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SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Chautauqua
Airlines Inc. (D.B.A. US Airways
Express)

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Continental
Airlines (D.B.A. Continental Airlines)

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier FLYING
BOAT INC (D.B.A. Chalks Ocean
Airways)

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO

11/28/2005

Chicago, IL

11/19/2005 State College,
PA

McDonnell Douglas
MD-10

Nonfatal NSCH Part 121: Air Carrier FEDERAL
EXPRESS CORP

Boeing 737-800

Nonfatal NSCH Part 121: Air Carrier Miami Air
International

10/26/2005 Covington, KY Bombardier, Inc. CL- Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier (D.B.A.
600-2C10
Comair Airlines)
10/22/2005 Atlantic Ocean,
Boeing 737-832
AO

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier DELTA AIR
LINES INC

10/16/2005 Ogdensburg,
NY

Beech 1900D

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier (D.B.A. US
Airways Express)

Phoenix, AZ

Boeing 737-7H4

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Southwest
Airlines Co.

Phoenix, AZ

Boeing 737-3H4

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Southwest
Airlines Co.

10/3/2005

Dulles, VA

Embraer 170

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Shuttle
America (D.B.A. United Express)

9/18/2005

Fort
Lauderdale, FL Airbus A321-231

8/29/2005

Portland, OR

Airbus Industrie
A330-223

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Northwest
Airlines

8/29/2005

Portland, OR

Bombardier, Inc.
DHC-8-202

Nonfatal

8/20/2005

Chicago, IL

Boeing 757-33N

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier AMERICAN
TRANS AIR INC

8/19/2005

Agana, GU

Boeing 747-200

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC

8/8/2005

Newark, NJ

Boeing 737-824

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES INC

8/8/2005

Newark, NJ

Embraer EMB-145LR Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
CONTINENTAL EXPRESS INC

7/11/2005

RaleighDurham, NC

Boeing 767-232

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier DELTA AIR
LINES INC

7/8/2005

Chicago, IL

Boeing 737-7H4

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier

10/12/2005
10/12/2005

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier SPIRIT
AIRLINES INC
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SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Horizon Air

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO
6/27/2005

San Diego, CA

Nonfatal NSCH Part 121: Air Carrier Capital Cargo
International (D.B.A. Capital Cargo)

Boeing 727-230

6/15/2005

NSCH Part 121: Air Carrier NORTHERN
Anchorage, AK Aerospatiale ATR-42- Nonfatal
AIR CARGO INC (D.B.A. Northern Air
300
Cargo)

6/12/2005

Los Angeles,
CA

6/10/2005

Scottsbluff, NE Airbus Industrie A319-114

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC

6/7/2005

Louisville, KY McDonnell Douglas
MD-11F

Nonfatal NSCH Part 121: Air Carrier UNITED
PARCEL SERVICE CO

6/7/2005

Washington,
DC

Embraer 170

Fatal(1)

6/5/2005

New Chicago,
IN

Boeing 757-223

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier (D.B.A.
American Airlines, Inc.)

5/31/2005

Chicago
O'Hare, IL

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Air Wisconsin
Bombardier, Inc. CL- Nonfatal
Airlines Corporation (D.B.A. United
600-2B19
Express)

5/13/2005

Denver, CO

McDonnell Douglas
MD-88

Nonfatal

5/10/2005

Minneapolis,
MN

McDonnell Douglas
DC-9-51

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Northwest
Airlines Inc.

5/10/2005

Minneapolis,
MN

Airbus Industrie A319-114

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Northwest
Airlines Inc.

4/29/2005

Little Rock, AR

Bombardier
Aerospace, Inc. CL600-2B19

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier SKYWEST
AIRLINES INC

Nonfatal

Boeing 737-700

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier (D.B.A. US
Airways Express)

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier On FIle

SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Southwest
Airlines Company (D.B.A. Southwest
Airlines Company)

Embraer EMB-135LR Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier American
Eagle Airlines Inc

3/20/2005

Raleigh, NC

3/11/2005

Milwaukee, WI Bombardier CL-6002B19

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Pinnacle
Airlines

3/6/2005

Boston, MA

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier DELTA AIR
LINES INC

Boeing 757-232
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3/2/2005

Newark, NJ

Boeing 777-200

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES INC

2/11/2005

Los Angeles,
CA

SAAB-SCANIA
SAAB 340B

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier AMERICAN
EAGLE AIRLINES

1/27/2005

Toksook Bay,
AK

de Havilland DHC-6- Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier (D.B.A. ERA
200
Aviation)

1/17/2005
1/8/2005

Covington, KY

Gunnison, CO

Boeing 737-247

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier DELTA AIR
LINES INC

Boeing 737-724

Nonfatal SCHD Part 121: Air Carrier Continental
Airlines Inc.
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